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Dr.
ch(ualctelriZE~s

that criticism as

September 1991] So it
Ne~verU1leiE~SS.

since "Christ" is synonymous
and since
of that
that their Messiah
and
faith would
died, I submit that to call
statement "ridiculous" is the
of
to beliefs other than Christian
my original letter objected. Had the Editor used
name "Jesus of Nazareth" or perhaps "Joshua bar
Joseph" instead of the ecclesiastical title "Christ" myobjection would have been far less tenable. He didn't, so it
wasn't!
As for the Josephus passages mentioned by Dr. Turner,
he surely must know that these have been recognized by a
number of biblical scholars over some four centuries as
forgeries presumably committed by overzealous Christian
copyists of that historian's work. These scholars may well
be incorrect, but the matter is by no means dosed.
All of the foregoing is, however, beside the point I was
attempting to make; namely, that this whole topic of sectarian religious faith is inappropriate subject matter for
planetarium programs, regardless of their acknowledged
popularity with Christian audiences.
James Sharp
National Air and Space Museum
Washington, D.C.
Mt~SSJan.
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As reported to
Sharon K. Parker
5226 Lester Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208
This past August, Tom Kennedy, Director of Collections
and resident anthropologist at The Children's Museum of
Indianapolis, spent ten days in war torn Kuwait. Although his
main duty was to chaperon a group of student reporters from the
Children's Express News Service and to obtain artifacts for the
Museum's ethnographic collections, I prevailed upon him to slip
in a visit to the National Museum and planetarium and to bring
back pictures of what he
saw.
Although the Planetarium Director was out
of the country at the
time of Tom's visit, he
was able to meet with
some English- speaking
staff at the National
Museum including,
Bazza AI-Dawood, Chief
of the Museum Section,
and Maha AI-Muneer,
the planetarium astronomer. When Tom returned, I recorded this interview with him.

ation, they found military stuff and debris all
place. The planetarium is in the front of the cmnp'lex
is the
overlooks the gulf street beyond
next to the museum is a large open dirt field which
be a parking lot. When the staff returned
Honed not to park there because booby
mines were left there by the
They
most
these have been
by now.
SHARON: Was
the main bivouac
area?
TOM: I don't
was one of
think it was one
central areas because
it's central to the
itself.
SHARON: What
pened to the staff
ing the
Was
the

SHARON: First of all,
thanks for finding
time in your hectic
travel schedule to visit
The National Museum
and Planetarium of
Kuwait. I know that
many planetarium
professionals have
been concerned or curious f£verytliing efse, inc{uding tlie
about the situation over there,
was)'ust vandalized or
but have not been able to
obtain reliable or detailed
information. So here goes ... first question ... What hap- was to take it over in the fun est sense
cultural
and
pened at the museum during the Iraqi invasion?
because they
to
TOM: Soon after the Iraqis came in (in late August), they in
anything that could be A\..U;;UtJUAC;U
essence captured the museum, said "this is now a secure
nationalist sentiment,
area," and dismissed the staff. The museum grounds
the National Museum was one of the first
became their headquarters. They had access to all the
Museum of Natural History and ::'Clenc:e
buildings. The museum is a fairly large complex, about
untouched. It's under a different minis,try
200,000 square feet all totaled. It's situated inside a walled
ent focus, and even though the
enclosure that's probably a couple of acres in size. The
and dismissed the staff, the only
staff's offices were converted to Iraqi military offices. In urn were some of their computers, office eql1iplmE~nL
fact, when the staff returned to the Museum after the liber-

1991

safe. Apparently the Iraqis were looking for anything
valuable. The only thing the Natural Science museum
had of value was a moon rock that had been donated
to them by NASA several years ago. So, they're looking to get their moonrock back from Baghdad when
they can.
SHARON: What happened to all the artifacts in the
Kuwait Planetarium's collection?
TOM: Most of the objects that were identifiably valuable were taken. But some of the objects were left, and
this was sort of baffling to the staff. For example, there
were a few things left in display cabinets.
SHARON: What kinds of things were in their collection?
TOM: As far as the planetarium is concerned, I believe
that there were telescopes and ancient and historic
astronomical instruments. In terms of the national
collection as a whole, they had a good collection of
antiquities and a large collection of Islamic art including calligraphy, paintings, and metalwork, as well as
costumes and ethnographic collections that reflected
the changing culture of Kuwait.
SHARON: Was there any attempt on the part of staff
to try and save or hide any of the objects that were
particularly valuable or culturally meaningful?
TOM: I didn't get that sense. They just kept referring to the
fact that they lost everything with the exception of a few
objects that were in an exhibit that was traveling outside
the country at the time. As far as the National Museum is
concerned, this caught them unawares.
SHARON: Who actually removed the Kuwaiti collections?
TOM: On September 15th, in the first weeks after the
captured Kuwait City, they sent seven of their
museum people to Kuwait and systematically
practically all of the collections of the National Museum.
The Iraqis more or less knew what they were going to find.
I'm sure they had visited there. They were the Kuwaitis'
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colleagues. This was very shocking to the Kuwaitis. Here
were these museum people coming in and overseeing the
systematic looting of the National Museum of Kuwait. On
one hand I guess that's horrible, but on the other hand I
suppose it's positive because the objects were taken carefully and transported to Baghdad and systematic lists were
kept. If it had been up to the military it would have been a
different story. They would have lost much more.
SHARON: What's the status on trying to get these objects
repatriated to Kuwait?
TOM: Well, when we were there, the National Museum
had received a fairly detailed listing of all the artifacts that
the Iraqis claimed they had taken. This was part of their
agreement with the United Nations. The Museum staff
was going through this list to insure that the list really represented everything to the best of their knowledge. The
problem was that the Kuwaitis didn't have duplicate
records. Their records were there at the museum, and that
whole division was burned. So the staff had to go back and
look at journals, catalogs, and search their own personal
memories to try to match these things up. The National
Museum staff felt pretty comfortable that the vast majority
of objects seemed to be accounted for in the Iraqi lists. The
museum hopes to start receiving and processing these
objects starting in mid-September.

10

SHARON: Did they take other stuff, too?
TOM: Yes, the other thing they were really looking
and this would have been the Iraqi conscripts, was electronics. For example, they came in and took COlm.DutE~r
video screens, thinking they were televisions.
cut
off cables to the keyboard, computer, and to the monitors
themselves, and then take the monitors. They removed 126
seats from the planetarium and burned
rest.
and things that could be used by the soldiers, were
identifiable, or were valuable, they looted. Everything
including the planetarium, was just vandalized or ,",..~ ... kr,rI
in January, just prior to the liberation by the allies.
SHARON: I read that the Iraqis poured gasoline in the
planetarium and then set it on fire. Is that true?
TOM: I don't know. The Kuwaitis didn't mention that. If
you notice in this picture of the roof, there are a ~ou:ple ~f
mortar holes. It doesn't look like it exploded InSIde, It
looked more like an incendiary device was used.
SHARON: What's the estimated cost of the physical damages?
TOM: They estimate damages to the planetarium at ~ ~il
lion dollars. It will have to be completely redone, It s a
total loss. An official estimate of the damage will be submitted to a UN body that has to do with reparations
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war damages. They are hoping to get as much of the 4 million as possible 50 they can rebuild. In terms of time frame,
they really don't have that worked out yet.
SHARON: What's the staff doing now?
TOM: They are trying to regroup. Their priority is trying
to get their collection back from Baghdad. The National
Museum staff has created sheltered walkways through
two of the main exhibit hall areas that were burned. They
said that they would leave this up as an exhibit for the next
year or so, so that anyone who comes to the museum can
see what was actually done.
SHARON: How many of the "pre-war" staff are now
working at the museum?
TOM: Less than half are still working to some degree, partly because there is less work to do, and partly because
about 50% of their pre-war staff was Palestinian, and
Palestinian employees are not welcome back. With the
PLO siding with Hussein very early on in the war, many
of the Palestinians who were in Kuwait evidently took that
as their cue and began cooperating with the Iraqis, much
to the shock and disgust of the Kuwaitis. Over and over
the Kuwaitis were saying "We know who these people are.
We saw what they did." When they asked the Palestinians
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why most of them helped the Iraqis, they said that they
needed the money. To the Kuwaitis, this was unforgivable.
Now, all Palestinians are suspect. They sort of get caught
up in it unfairly because the thinking is that all Palestinians are bad, so if you are a Palestinian, then you must
be bad. We also heard stories, not at the National Museum,
but in general, of Palestinians who had lived most of their
lives in Kuwait and considered themselves to be Kuwaitis,
and who sided with the Kuwaitis and were captured by
the Iraqis and tortured and killed.

After seeing the pictures of destruction at the National
Museum of Kuwait, I couldn't help but shake my head in sadness at the mindless/pointless waste and feel some small part of
the vast sense of loss that surely must burden our Kuwaiti colleagues. It's pretty tragic to see the charred remains of a once
beautiful Zeiss Jena star projector standing alone in the burned
out shell of a formerly vital planetarium. But perhaps the most
saddening thing of all for me, was to hear of the breaches of professional trust that were experienced by museum staff due to the
circumstances of war. It would seem easy to be judgmental about
this, but the truth is that situations such as this create victims
on both sides. Now I can't help but wonder ... how did the four
planetariums and various museums (and their staff) in Baghdad
~re?
0
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Joe Tucciarone
Hopkins ...........,FtJUl. ..................'Ft
Box 14278
Bradenton, Florida 34280
Most new car owners have invested large sums of hard- crimson is a good example of a very intense color.
earned money in their vehicles and, therefore, end up
What happens when a
intense
spending even more money trying to keep their new cars airbrushed onto a black surface? Again, the thin
looking good. One treatment they are likely to
spend money on is .9Lnyone who lias tried painting on b{ae/( kttows
known as undercoating.
tricKy it can be to get the co{ors to roo/( right. ...
But while it is very
is the paraio?( that pfanetarians nave struggfea
important to keep floorboards from corroding, since time immemoriaL
this article has absolutely
nothing to do with rustproofing cars!
through the paint to enliven it. As a result, this
"Underpainting" is the name of an art technique which colorful paint will appear dark and dull, robbed
enhances the brilliance of paint colors when they are air- intensity by the underlying black surface (see
brushed against a black background. Anyone who has
This is the paradox that planetarians have
tried painting on black knows how tricky it can be to get with since time immemorial. Artwork destined for
the colors to look right. And it is no grand revelation that a the theater must be very colorful because our
35mm
very common requirement of planetarium artwork is that slides are enlarged several thousand times in area
it must have a black background.
time they reach the dome. But
artwork
There are probably as many different styles of art in the ally done on black paper to aid whatever
world as there are artists who paint. Some artists are method is being used to eliminate the rec:tarlg1:Uar
impressionists, while others are pointillists, cubists, real- ground of a slide. And no matter how intense the
ists, or even surrealists. Where one artist may work with a particular paint may be, it will
when it is airbrushed
hand brush, another might not touch the canvas with anyTable 1
thing but the spray from an airbrush. But, except for planetarium artists, the vast majority of artists begin their artColor
Value
work in the same way. No matter what styles or media are
used, most paintings are begun on a white surface.
Lights:
Titanium White
9.6
0.1
Much of the credit for the brilliant colors in a painting is
Yellow Medium, Azo
8.2
13
due to the white canvas or paper on which the painting is
Brilliant Orange
7.0
1
done. When oil or acrylic paints are laid down thick, as
with a palette knife, they are totally opaque. That is, whatIntermediates:
Scarlet Red
5.0
1
ever is beneath the paint cannot be seen through the paint.
Medium
Magenta
5.0
12
But the thin layers of paint normally laid down by a hand
Brilliant Blue
5.0
9
brush or airbrush are fairly transparent, allowing light to
pass through the paint and reach the underlying white surDarks:
Naphthol Crimson
3.7
13
face, which is of course highly reflective. It is the light
1
Raw
Umber
2.9
reflected from this white surface, passing back up through
Phthalpcyanine
Blue
7
2.1
the pigments, which gives the colors their brilliance. The
Ivory Black
0.9
1.5
cutaway side view of Figure 1 illustrates this. Naphthol

Joe Tucciarone was artist at the Memphis Museum, Science
Museum of Virginia in Richmond, Bishop Planetarium in
Bradenton, Florida, Astronaut Hall in Cocoa. He is now
working for Joe Hopkins Engineering. Several of his paintings
are currently on display at the National Air and Space
Museum (in a joint exhibit with Soviet All Artists' Union).
12

onto a black surface. Happily, there is at least one solution
to this problem.
Before I continue, it might be interesting to list a
the characteristics of commercially available
with Liquitex® acrylic paints, which are sold
everywhere. There are almost a hundred
Liquitex® acrylics, and printed on each tube of

STRONG
REFLECTED
LIGHT

INCIDENT
LIGHT

WEAK
REFLECTED
LIGHT

INCIDENT
LIGHT

~~
~
LtNAPHTHO~'I
CRIMSON-' ~
---7
WHITE ---7

BLACK

BOARD

Figure 2.

Figure 1.

REFLECTED LIGHT
INCIDENT
LIGHT

/
BLACK
WHITE
BOARD

Figure 3.

impressive list of characteristics for that particular color.
For now, the two most important characteristics are the
value and the chroma. Table 1 lists values and chromas for
a few of the colors I commonly use.
The value of a particular color, a number between 0 and
10, is a measure of how dark or light it is. A value of "10"
implies total reflectance, while a value of "0" corresponds
to total absorption of light. I have divided the paints into
three groups: "lights" have a value between 5 and 10,
"darks" have a value between 0 and 5, and "intermediates"
have a value equal to 5. It is interesting to note that titanium white has a value of 9.6, indicating a slight absorption
of light, and the value of 1.5 for ivory black means that it is
actually somewhat reflective.
The chroma of each paint is a number which indicates
how colorful it is. Brilliant orange, having a chroma of 14,
is a very vibrant, intense color. Raw Umber has a pastel
hue and a chroma of only 1. Interestingly, both titanium
white and ivory black contain a little residual color since
neither has a chroma of zero.
And now we can return to the original problem via an
example. Let's say we're working on an artwork star field
and we want to emphasize the brilliance and color of a red
star by surrounding it with a dazzling red glow. Simply
spraying some naphthol crimson paint (a dark paint with a
Vol. 20, No.4, December, 1991

but more heavily toward the
The combination of a low value color ''''''.''''' .... t- .... ,n.1
son, for
over a
value
orange, for example) is required to coax the intense hues
out of paints. This
is also
for
richly glowing nebulae, colorful comet
tary atmospheres.
Finally, it is interesting to note that
one color over another is not the same as 'l"\h'[1Cl'''~
the two colors. For example, when ph1tha.10c:yanu\e
paint and brilliant orange paint are
result is a dull, grayish-green. But alfiDrusrulng 1V"""''''''A'l..A..W'''nine blue over a layer of brilliant or(m2~e
U-c
derfully vibrant greenish hue.
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Yoshiro Yamada
Astronomy Section
Yokohama Science Center
5-2-1 Yokodai Isogo-ku
Yokohama 235 Japan
The Planetarium Environment

Most planetariums in Japan have been constructed by
local districts and are operated by them or by affiliated
organizations for both public and educational (schaaD
purposes. According to a survey made in 1990 (all data
referred to in this report are from Reference 1 unless otherwise stated), of nonschool planetariums of 5-meters or
larger, 59% were founded for the purposes of social (public) education and 21.0% for school educational use; however 96% of the total are visited by school groups for
school
on weekdays.
Most school teachers have no astronomy education,
even
courses, in universities because few universities in Japan provide astronomy courses. School
teachers feel it difficult to direct night observations due to
their unfamiliarity with the constellations and because of
'-'1../\_'- ..... circumstances such as poor weather, light ponuand for other reasons.
This accounts for a great demand for school use of
planetariums, where it is the planetarium staff instead of
school teachers that usually teach the pupils. As a result,
school teachers greatly depend on planetariums for astronamy education.
School groups usually visit planetariums on weekdays, while on holidays lots of families, couples, friends
and other groups or individuals crowd there.
Public interest in social education has increased
markedly as a result of the improved living standard and
the
availability of leisure time. The standard of
living of the Japanese people has reached a level comparable to that of the West in terms of average income as a
result of the rapid expansion of the Japanese economy.
Now the emphasis is shifting from material affluence to
the quality of living, especially the culture aspect of life. To
Ineet this growing demand for social education; various
learning opportunities are offered by local governments,
such as lifetime education seminars, adult university
courses, and open seminars at some universities; and the

authorities are improving and
such as art museums, libraries,
With such a social
been built rapidly-at the rate of about 10 a year
first manned lunar
According to the 1990 survey,
those at some schools, amount to
Planetarium Domes

Domes 5.0 to 9.9 meters in diameter account
the total number of
in
This is followed
by 10.0-14.9 meter domes with 28% of the
m with 8.8%; and 20.0-24.9 m with 14%. The I"",-'O"c".,t
dency is to build
sometimes
which
come to be known as the
Theaters." 11 %
planetariums in
have tilted domes.
Even in "flat
uni-directional
to be used widely-59% of the time.
Hans frequently use
video
movies.
About 96% of the II-'A""'-~''',U
domestic manufacturers
Most
observing sessions on
II

Personnel

is
fer personnel
government
not always staffed
worst cases he or
required step
As a matter of course, such ..... 1'>>"<:" .. "'..,,,
enterprising
indi vid ual .........
About 20%
losses, and they can accumulate their technical and
tional experience and
to
works.
<;.<HU'-,.;:J.

Yoshiro Yamada received a M.E. degree in astronomy and
education
Tokyo Gakugei University. After serving as
instructor of Suginami Science Education
he has been an astronomy i'lstructor
Yokohama Science Center. He is also the
operator
in the science center.
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Govert u ....
Artis
PO Box 20164
1000 HD Amsterdam
The Netherlands
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No, we have not installed a Digistar projector, as the
title of this article might suggest. The Artis Planetarium,
part of the Amsterdam Zoo, uses a conventional Zeiss
Mark IVB star projector, as well as a large number of
Kodak carrousel slide projectors. Every part of the twentymeter dome is covered by at least two slide projectors,
which enables us to make crossfades everywhere we wish.

wliat we liave aone is to write computer software which te[[s us e?(act[y wfiere every sing[e
point on a certain s£iae is
projectea at the aome, ana
vice versa. We are about to
use the software to create a[[sky projections with no tess
than 31 partia[[y over[apping
s£iae projectors, ana the
resu[ts so far are superb.

six on 'Ring 3' (47.5° - 75°) and
one on
is just a single 'screen' in the zenith.
overlap quite
For u .• "'u.... ,, ....... ,
dome between altitudes 22° and 28° are . . . .n.~v,...... "'.~
Ring 1 and
2. Also, the twelve
screens
ring show substantial
with their
neighbours. For each
masks to create a natural
region.
The slide projectors for
at the 'horizon' of the

+
+
+

,.-.LILIUlU....

+

+

--fr

+

\

So what is this talk about digitizing the dome? What we have done is
to write computer software which
tells us exactly where every single
point on a certain slide is projected at
the dome, and vice versa. We are
about to use the software to create
all-sky projections with no less than
Layout of a test-slide (for alignment
31 partially overlapping slide projecThis slide is for one of the 12 "skewed" nar,WYQ[ma
tors, and the results so far are superb.
torted image on the dome. When
A little background first. Our
torted. The same can be done with actual
dome consists of 31 projection 'areas'.
For each projection area (or 'virtual
screen') we have two slide projectors,
to make crossfades possible. There are twelve screens on
4' are more or less in the
what we call 'Ring I', which covers everything between jector. You might wonder how we
to . . . . . ,.........,..,.&altitudes 0° and 25°; twelve screens on 'Ring 2' (25° - 47.5°), on the lower part of the dome. Isn't the Zeiss OrC)1ector
big obstacle? Wen, our
sits on a
form and can be
into the floor. When
Govert Schilling is script writer and program editor of the
is 'down', slide projection is of course no pr(]~blE~m.
Artis Planetarium in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
way, in that case we still
to
iml0re:sTnn'...." • .,.",;:

1'111'1"1101'1'1"1""
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50deg
45deg

vnnec.:tw,n system in the Artis Planetarium. The slide . . ,. . r"1"/'j~/>
of the dome; those for
3 are near the center.
the floor)
slide vro.lectwn.
si ve
When the ~-,~.~~~~.
additional 'skewed' slide "--'1"r""'''~.j.",,·......

lens?
itself in our calculabut some 'scaling factor'
relates to the .......''"''A.'''_
With all this information UAU;U.lA'C::, and a set of
tru·ee-d.lm~~n5ilO][1a1 vector
to find out
where a certain
on a slide is
\..t~'U.. For ...... "... "' . .,,,,...
we choose a projector (by
we
resolution that
coordinates of the point on the slide (in
and the
tells us where this point is
"7,..--"' .... '" and
in a set of sky coordinates
tells us the corresponding
and x and y coordinates.
of the
has
proven to be very
This
we used it to calculate the
of
useful. For
on the projected Zeiss
certain slides that had to fit
such as a slide with lines connecting the main stars of
the
The slides themselves are
created
of a
graphics software pa'CK2lge
VI ....

\U.<JUAlUU'
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'screen'
slide is
Since the scan resolution is 300 dots
inch and the standard scan format is about
we have a resolution of 2400 pixels across the diameter of the
This diameter corresponds to 1800 on the
resulting resolution on the dome is about 13
......... J;;.,. ............... With a large number of colors, this is
to create very natural looking all-sky images.
Df()le(~tioln

;.<.~\:..'.....

"- .... A'......U .•

grams.
We can
wait to transform the
dome
or NASA's Vehicle
into the interior of the Sistine
fish-eye photograph will
so
our visitors are in
And what about the
we're
about
our
future?
program to a professional
0

We at the Artis Planetarium in Amsterdam would be
if you could provide us with
photographs that could be used in the proour budget is
described in this article. After
J1.u... 'u.u;;'.... , and we are not able to travel to the Kenn(~dv
Center or to the Grand
just to shoot the
necessary pictures. If you have anything to offer,
please contact Govert Schilling (phone +31-205233438, fax +31-20-6253814). Thanks!

I cannot say I believe that there is life out there. But it
is possible. Some of us think it is probable. Our first halting steps into space have shown us other worlds far
stranger and more interesting than imagined by the
authors of the most exotic fiction.
For the first time in the history of our species, we have
devised the tools-unmanned space vehicles and large
radio telescopes-to search for extraterrestrial life. I would
be very ashamed of my civilization if we turned away from
the cosmos.
-Carl Sagan

UFOs tell us absolutely nothing about intelligence
elsewhere in the universe; but they do prove how rare it is
on earth.

Conclusion
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John Mosley
Griffith Observatory
2800 East Observatory Road
Los Angeles, California 90027
It has become fashionable in the past few years to disparage and occasionally even attack the presentation of
Christmas Star shows in public planetariums. Many of the
criticisms are justified when applied to shows that are
improperly presented, and the whole topic requires sensitivity and care. In this article I will offer a personal assessment of the appropriateness of Christmas Star shows,
offering suggestions on how to treat the topic.
The central questions are:
(1) how should we deal with
religion and astrology in a
scientific presentation, and
(2) is it
to present
shows on a Christian topic in
a public institution. Also relevant-but less critical-is the
question of the true nature of
the star: was it astronomical, legendary, or miraculous.
An additional question might be, what does it matter?
Is it OK to give the audience a bit of light entertainment
during the holiday season and send them home happy?
Are our shows harmless?
lTU,'-''''-''' audiences at the ~tr'asc~nt)m'gh
Planetariums to discover the effect that
their Christmas shows had on public perception of "that
star," and
to discover whether and how this
the show. His results

This tells us that what we
and do does matter,
we might not be saying what we
we are, and
have a responsibility to our audiences to
topic with some care and
We need to
homework.
I think that many
come to our Christmas
expecting to have their beliefs validated. We too
if we validate a
just this, albeit

at a
V~
level
effects and the
motions and leaves
different conclusion than the one we intended.
Mickey Schmidt said it better than I can:
111'n,rII'!!",OCC'.a.rl

.... Jl . . .

rlO;O...... ,Jo'!!"

.• 'VJlI'........ ,

It is

VAL'--'\C)'AUI,"-AJI.

A significant number changed their minds from
"something else" to conjunction .... We talked
some people ... into an apparent belief in miracles .
. .. There were even a few ... dramatic conversions
of belief from conjunction to miracle ... , A rather
low percentage ... abandoned their pre-show
in a miraculous explanation. (Biddy, 1988)

John Mosley is Program Supervisor at the Griffith Observatory, where since 1977 he has been responsible for the general educational activities of the Observatory, including the
production of planetarium shows and the development of
museum exhibits. He was Staff Astronomer at the Hansen
,n"",rrtr,,,.,,..., in
Lake City from 1970 to 1977. He presentChristmas Star show in 1968 (in Spanish!), using
Hubert
long-playing liS tellar Ventures record as
the sole source of information.
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so
so in
show! The conclusion one
make is:
used
for the Wise men, and he still
the Universe in the same way, then aSl:rOJlO~".V
as viable

cism, examine our own productions, try to put ourselves
in the position of the members of our audience-who
come with their own agendas-and rethink the message
that we are actually giving. We cannot expect the audience
to "make up their own minds" after seeing a technically
sophisticated dramatization of an astrological miracle followed by a weak disclaimer.
Then why should we do Christmas Star shows at all?
The answer is self-evident. People come to us with an honest interest in the story and the wish to know more about
it. And, in many places, it is an exceptionally popular
show. Our job is to present the story accurately, without
giving offense, and without unintentionally giving erroneous messages to our audiences. In the process we can
say something useful
about how people viewed
the sky in pre-scientific
times, as well as about the
astronomical origin of
modem holiday customs.
Whether the star was
an astronomical event or a
later invention by Matthew to improve his tale is
not so critical a question.
Our story can be the
story-it doesn't have to be
true. Why did people tell
this story, and what chord
does it strike in us? Why is
so believable? At Griffith
we once did an entire
planetarium show on Nostradamus' "prediction"
tha t an earthquake triggered by a planetary alignment would destroy Los
Angeles. Of course it was
nonsense, and that was the
point. We explored it,
evaluated it, and came to our conclusions (I think we were
unambiguous.) In similar sense, even if you are convinced
that the Star of Bethlehem is utter nonsense (which I am
not), it remains that the story was told and is well-known.
It is neither outside our sphere of interest nor our realm of
expertise to evaluate it.
The trick is to not think we say one thing while our
audience hears something else.
Let us then look at what I hear to be the main arguments against Christmas Star shows in public planetariurns.

our patrons with this mI:sleadlmg
1988)
I am of the opinion that in one month we do
damage to our cause than
else
attempt to do regarding
the rest
year. (Schmidt, 1989).
Astrology is not only UnSClen1IJUC,
Christian. It should be no "" .. '.........'.""0
first people to be troubled by
notion that
to .
n.cn"
ently used astrology to guide the
were the early church fathers. Tertullian declared UWhat
then? Shall therefore the
........J"".. v ... of those
1'1" ....

rrhe central questions are:
how shoufd we deaf with
•
gion and astro{ogy tn
a
tific presentation,
appropriate to
a Christian topic
institution. YLfso
not criticat-is the
tlie true nature of

Christmas Star Shows Promote Astrology
We continue to present traditional Christmas Star
programs touting the predictive powers of astrology for six weeks, and then push 'real science' for
Vol. 20, No.4, Decelnber, 1991

1989).

cause ) we ourselves
often can be so anti-astrology that we don't .,..,n£.>,,._
stand how .... . " ... ...","-'so.

A key eielmeltlt
to
out for tnE~m~)el'ves
work. People
it's so popular! We have to understand this to communicate it effectively.

figure
so popu{ar!
I have found that I have more success in eXlpla.lni.ng
why astrology does not work if I OV'l'"\I~ln ~'rrn'n!:lt'hQih£,!:l
why it does often seem to
Astrology seems to work when
between something in the sky
Finding such links is not hard-there's a lot happening
the sky and there's a lot happening in our
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especially easy if you remember only the hits and discard
the misses.
We'll accomplish more with a sympathetic understanding than an authoritative denial. If we condemn astrology
from our towers (or domes), we appear isolated and we
are accused of just having our own opinions. A proper
explanation takes a bit of time, however, which is why it's
hard to do over the phone or in a four-minute radio interview, but we have plenty of time in our shows and we can
carefully prepare and execute our plan.
In our shows we "discover" a link between planetary
motions and the birth of Jesus. We find that, by golly, just
at the time when we think Jesus was born, the planets do
something pretty interesting-something with substantial
astrological significance. The funny thing is that we can do
this whether we pick the period 7-6 B.C. or 3-2 B.C. I think
it would be true if we picked 5-4 B.C. or any other twoyear span. It would certainly be true if we picked 1990-l.
The planets do interesting things all the time. It's hardly
a challenge to single out a conjunction or two in a two-year
span and point to that as an omen. The trick is to convince
our audience, after having done so, that we could do it
again. The set-up is important.

It's hardfy a clia1fenge to singfe out a conjunction or two in a two-year span and point to
that as an omen. 'Tlie tric/( is to convince our
audience, after liaving done so, tliat we GOufd
do it again. 'The set-up is important.
At Griffith, we focus on the Jupiter-Venus and JupiterRegulus conjunctions of 3 and 2 B.C. because that is when
we conclude that Jesus is most likely to have been born
(Mosley 1980). We begin our discussion of planetary
motions on December 24, 4 B.C. (Christmas Eve, although
they didn't call it that yet) to allow plenty of time to identify the planets and establish the patterns of their motions.
We encounter several nice conjunctions that we point out
in passing en route to our final event on June 17, 2 B.C.,
and several more nice conjunctions would soon follow if
we didn't stop when we do. We witness more conjunctions
than we need for our final identification, and this establishes that conjunctions happen all the time.* This helps us
avoid the impression that any specific conjunctions are
somehow unique. We make it clear that the reason we
focus on those that we do is because they are the best in
the time span we limited ourselves to, but they are not the
only ones, and if we looked at other time spans we could
find other conjunctions that would serve as omens too.

* For a similar reason, when possible at star parties I let
people look at the sky through a telescope pointed nowhere in particular just so they won't think the sky is filled
with M13s and M31s. Things need to be put in perspective.
20

This lets us
·-u... , the best aStrOl10glCal
star (if there were
and if we
the time
right) without having to conclude that the "'Jl ... ~
unique.
We conclude that COillunctlorlS
.rII ..........

4 .....

•• V . . .

may be based on actual astronomical nn'IU'W"'u::It·-inr\c
will never know. Had we
another
have found another conjunction and the
seemed equally real.
Come to a conclusion that
tive, and repeat. Make it au''"'.... ''... '''' ....... )
tary conjunctions come
goal was only to identify the best ... v .... u. ....... uv ... ',>:J1
span we looked at. Success does not
even existed. All we can conclude is that if there
magi, this is the sort of
have found
either
esting, but it doesn't prove
Incidentally, I've always wondered about all the
magi who, through the years, saw other C0111unctlorlS
visited other cities named in the pf()PtteC:les.
over and over, but their eXl:>eflences
Are they the misses?
Notice how
Hons, often between Venus and I .....",.. t-.., ..
iday season. This
for eX<3lmt)le,
were together in the morning
replay of what the Magi 'tATltn.o.CQ.4:,rt
Jerusalem to Bethlehem ...
been true many of the last ten autumns. It shows how
mon Jupiter-Venus
are, and it can also
gest teaser p1:lblicity for those so inclined.
I find it
that the COillunctlofas
B.C. were so
dealing with the far less S~~ct4iCU!lar
However, the ....... -:.,n-ro,.t'1.rla
the COIllU1:lctllon
t-1"OI'"V110nt-hr

If

junctions are so common.
The extreme closeness of the l11r~itt:>1r'_
gives us ammunition if we wish to believe that
junctions were observed and remembered as
events, and that this remembrance was
down
Matthew who
it into his account. Whether
the observation of the
and the birth were
temporary is another matter
In the final
does seem plausible that Matthew's account contains
memory of an astronomical
and those who state
such is "ridiculous" are
that
bias.
It has been
tha t bee a use we can't
between the events of 7-6 and 3-2
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until there is a consensus before presenting Christmas
shows (Wharton, 1986). I think this argument is irrelevant.
If we waited until we knew the answer before discussing
the subject, we would not do shows about the origin of the
universe or the possible existence of extratelTestrial life, to
name a few. Uncertainty is often the reality in both historical and scientific studies, and perhaps it just makes life
exciting. It certainly makes science exciting. How boring it
would be if there were no mysteries.
Those planetarians who complain that we endorse
astrology should ask themselves what they do in their
shows that constitutes such an endorsement, and then ask
themselves if that is want they really mean to say. If not,
change it. Given our pretty marvelous planetarium projectors, an attentive audience, and adequate time, it's not
beyond our ability to handle the subject.

rrhose p{anetarians who comp{ain that we
endorse astro{ogy shou{d as/( tliemse{ves wliat
tliey do in their shows that constitutes such
an endorsement, and then as/( themse{ves if
that is want tliey red{y mean to say.
The star of the magi is probably the most famous astrological omen in history. It gives us a wonderful opportunity to talk constructively about astrology. To the extent that
we feel that scientific illiteracy is a problem, we should
confront it where we can. Just be sure that the message
you intend is conveyed clearly.

Christmas Star Shows Are Blatantly Religious
The second most common criticism is that Christmas
shows do not belong in public institutions because they are
unavoidably religious and they promote a particular religious view. Thus they offend those who hold other beliefs.
Actually, I find that this is too often true, and to the
extent that it is true, I completely agree.
As this season approaches I always wonder if this
will be the year that someone takes offense at the
content of the shows we present. ... a program of
the type advertised as a "Christmas show" is ...
blatantly religious in nature. (Schmidt, 1989)
The topic is a sectarian one, and I do not believe
that it belongs in publicly-supported institutions.
Rather than having non-Christians feel that they
must stay away from their local planetariums for a
mid-winter month or so, I feel that it would be
respectful of planetarium directors to stop
scheduling such religiously based shows."
(Pasachoff, 1985)
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I presume that these comments above are
toward shows that merit the criticism. Many do, but do
all? If it is impossible to present a show on the star that is
not "blatantly religious" -if the topic inherently and
unavoidably promotes a set of religious beliefs-then I
would agree that we should all do something else instead.

If it is impossi6{e to present a show on
star that is not ((6{atant{y re{igious"
topic inherent{y and unavoitfa6{y promotes a
set of re{igious 6efiefs-then I wou{tf
tfiat we sfiou{tf d{ do something efse
Not only is it a bad idea, it's the law. In the United
States at least, we may not promote religious beliefs in
public planetariums (see legal issues, below).
Our job is to see if we can present shows that are not
blatantly religious. I think is quite possible to do
and I
offer specific suggestions at the end of this article.
Note that shows can be religious on different levels. A
show that concludes that the true meaning of the star is
that "all men celebrate the corning of the savior and the
message He brings" is probably religious (and sexist>
regardless of the content of the rest of the show. A different show that assumes without comment that God worked
miracles still implies the endorsement of a religious view.
Even referring to Jesus, the historical person, as ~&'A"U'~,
which implies the messiah, is more subtle, but some feel it
favors a religious doctrine. (liThe Christ"
Messiah. My desk dictionary defines "Christ"
of
preceding definite article as "I. the Messiah ... 2.
Nazareth, regarded by Christians as the realization of the
Messianic prophecy ... ." In common usage Christ and
Jesus are interchangeable, but you win run across ....,."..,.,"' ..........
for whom the distinction is a real sticking point.)
On the other hand, quoting Matthew as an historical
document and showing pictures of Christmas trees does
not automatically make a show religious. We are not
required, morally or legally, to pretend that the Bible or
the symbols of Christmas do not exist. Our
is to
examine such objects without implying that they validate
religious views.
U";;JLU.ljU.";;.o.

We are not requirec£ mora£{y or {ega£{y,
tend that the ~i6{e or the
Christmas do not e~t. Our charge is
ine such objects without imp{ying
vdidate refigious views.

of

As an example, in Griffith's Christmas star .........'. ."'Qn .. ~'i-.r' ......
we show multiple images of the magi accomlvanied
Three Kings of Orient Are." (Griffith's
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in
it has been revised in the intervening
years).
are selected from as wide a variety of
cultures as we could find (Japanese magi, Peruvian magi,
and the purpose of this musical interlude is to illus~rate that Matthew's description of the magi is so slim that
It allows each culture to think of the magi in its own way,
and
there is no end to the speculation about
their actual numbers and appearance. We then tell what
we think we know about
that
included ... ",,,. ..,,,,',..rryy
that the on~se]lCe
in miracles or (,OTIt-l1"T'nC
messiah.
we show lots of Christmas wreaths. We also
show Roman wreaths and we show Druids
mistletoe.
are
of a
section of our show that
shared
traces the history of the
of
green
the winter solstice.
modem Christmas
but we are just revealtheir roots. I don't
the sense that our audience feels
to undermine their faith
so.)
OD1D05.ite of ......../~""""n.h ..... n-

we
are or not. Our
should have no more relevance to a Christmas star show
than to a show on any other
We should leave our
reJjeilollLS beliefs at
show
in our
and
talk about h .. "'4-n...... ,

a
our
This is a
with
to Christian
fundamentalists.
have exceedingly narrow I n ..'n......,....o_
tations of the world; they do believe in
view secular discussions as a threat to their way of life. We
encounter them elsewhere (and they have
us on the
defensive
as when talking about
evolution) and the Big Bang. The only
I can recommend is to be sensitive to not offend when no offense is
intended, and when challenged to use the usual defenses
that we use when countering arguments that the earth is
only 10,000 years old and that biological evolution is just a
false opinion. We periodically run into
with fun..:>, but it is our obligation as
of
nature to offer what science has to
about the world. I
would hate to see us abandon the field in fear.
TrI1'!r,;it"IOC

........ ,,4 ...... " .....U h l••
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It has been
~,i'"" .... is to

r f . . ,"' ....

su~~ge~sted

that one
time.

or
interest in a scientifdoes not per se violate the establish"-AA,,,-AU'''''':>

A .....

"A" ..... I"'''''''''

Impn~SSlOI1lablle

Bastiaan Van Elderen
of Matthew:

r"A ..............'nnj." t-l1rH"\olr'

shows that include
should be careful of the context in

to school activities, where
minds are involved.
to
as the
Court

issue is forced and brought to court, I think it is
to come from non-Christians than from Christian fundamentalists.

Most historians would agree that Matthew did not
attempt a factual description of the
say,
was not his """ ......
V"'C'A

The gospels are not naive historical documents.
The writers understood Jesus in specific theological terms, and their gospels are theological stateInents, the end products of lengthy developmental
processes of oral transmission, theological development, and written composition .... Matthew
specifically comments fourteen times in his gospel
that some event took
so that prophesy
be fulfilled, .... In short, Matthew had before him
specific
texts and a locus of concepts,
and pagan, that indicated a star was to
mark the appearance of a king, in particular the
king of the
... For Matthew, the highest
authority was not
observation but reveand it was
in Numbers 24:17 and the
astral beliefs, that he found the
nexus of
star. To look for it in the sky is to apply an inappropria te conceptual paradigm .... (MacDonald,
1990)

These "themes were new ideas
ers. In
ran counter to
the first "'''''. .
In other
Matthew's ':>nf~.".,.r'"
factual details of the actual
for the
of the
I find this
all be able to
, h u... ,

Durant wrote in Caesar and
invented later to
the
I

Gerald Larue argues (Larue, 1986) that divine intervention was a common theme used by gospel writers to convey their beliefs. It was, for example, traditional to invent
stars for use as portents. Stories abou t the nativity were
not written to document the historical event (" objective,
scientific" history is a modern invention), but they instead
represent literature designed with a purpose, namely "to
push back into infancy the New Testament clahn that Jesus
is the messiah and the son of God." He concludes that
the Bethlehem birthplace is a later accretion to the Gospel
story to fulfill Jewish expectations that the Messiah would
come from David's town of Bethlehem."
II • • •

was ..

this is not
doubt. Nor does a consensus of n...,....... r'n
historical
are not resolved
of the star is stiU open to "' ... ". . ,...,"''''".,iture to close the book and walk
Some authorities conclude that the account of
occurrence. _A.'. . Io)'~'
the simple retelling of an
"Was the Star a Real Star" in Ernest Martin's new
Star that Astonished the World
reasons for dissent:

... Jl

Stories about the nativity were not written to
documen t the historicai event . ..
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was profoundly
in the time of Augustus
it has convinced
scholars that
the Magi were observing a real star. ... Let us
recan Matthew's account in which he used words
denoting astronomical tenns as ordinarily understood by Greek
people in the first centu1991)
...-_'~ .... ~,_

own
What can this action tell us about the attlruae
ence toward
in the
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so different from our own audience's? Is
itself?
We should make it clear to the audience
is no
that the star
assumption that the star was an ast:ro:nOlrrmcal
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more simply "Matthew's
tale well told. It has the
of truth."
p. 198).
Astronomers are more
than .. u""~v .... u.
because this allows astronomers to make a contribution. See the
Cl1nnlO

an incredulous
much credence to
ingly. The
excludes us

There m,ay be a
here with the
that an
asteroid
caused the extinctions at the conclusion of
the Cretaceous. As a
who consider
extinctions
exclusive
have been
slow to warm to the idea. There
a natural and understandable
among scholars to be reluctant to
embrace the
contributions of
" those
outside their own academic tribe.
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Bu t even if the story is a legend, it can still serve our
It is, after
a very familiar
I
a talk about the Bennuda
which I do for a
of audiences-not because the Triangle is a real
and
a real mystery, which it is not, but because it lets me
address something I feel it is important to talk
how
evaluate information and come to
do. Is it dishonest to talk about the
Bermuda
if I
do not believe in it? I
think not-I discuss it as a familiar .... ""... JlA.V .....
I
whether true or
never
can teU us useful and
not
about how
used to think about
Matthew included the
of the star for his
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SatlSraCtl0l1, in
because there are
As William
lhQ.IPMT~t/"\MT puts it:
A

often asked of an astronomer, espedalaround the Christmas season, is: "Have you felout
what the Christmas Star
was?" Most
myself during
most of my career, will answer: "No, not
could tell me exactly when it hal)p€~ne<l,
But if
I could
with a reasonable
nation."

events, and no
solution
not
finds the task Impo1;Sll'le.
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If it sounds like I am
it both ways, I am. There
that the star was added
are sound reasons for
later
but we astronomers are
ext)ected to be able to
out what it was.
line is that it need not matter. If the star was a real astronomical event-and that cannot be excluded-then we have a
it. If the
chance to make a real contribution
then we still have the
with broad human
to talk about the sort of astronomical

And the star can also lead us into a discussion of
to the season
other valid astronomical
to flesh out and
Srn;~CUIC recommendashows. See "What to
Hons.

aves
Those who .....
Dlalnetary CCJnlullictU)nS
to ignore the facts. [\Joltmng
moves the way Matthew
'I"J""\-n.J"\c'O

Larue is more

a
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or one assumes
that he said what he meant. ... It does not fulfill
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to an astronomical event, but
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conjunctions can be massaged to follow Matthew's
description, and planetarians who shifted from 7-6 B.C. to
3-2 B.C. did so without missing a beat. If it were suddenly
decided that Jesus was born in 5 or 9 A.D., someone could
probably quickly come up with series of planetary motions
that also conform to the description.
The effort needed to fit the astronomy to the text
in large
on how literally one
Matthew. This is a
for another endless
in
the end we don't know and we eventually have to draw
the line somewhere.
when the history is
locked down
we hope to come to a consensus.

us

These multiple and exclusive theories give us two posare in disagreement,
sible conclusions: (1) if the
none of them are
(see
first sentence of Ferrarior (2) the constraints are so
more than one
Of course we can
forever the merits of one stellar
scenario versus another,
after a
it is of ,. . ..
able value to do so. I believe that the
of aU this is that
it is wisest to
by not flatly InS.lstmg
that no solution is VV,"'JU""A'-,

said. At the very
may be the best ~A.~./1l.""".''''''~.''-'A'
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It would appear that the star
by
known
Glory. The Shekhina a term '-"'-,.:>....
ble manifestation of God's "nrO::''''Plr\rt'
his ascension in heaven He
into a cloud-the
that such an event would
birth?
COlnp~le"(ely

I don't build my world
consensus. I am better
ken" and
my
In the United States anyone
wishes, and if some
mu~aCJe, so be it. But the

""<'.·1AlI"_

an
Literal readers of the Bible believe
because
astronomical behaved as Matthew describes, the Star was a
and that as such it is out of the domain of science.
It's a familiar thread to faithful readers of
Some researchers need the star to have a non-astronomical
The claim is twofold:
"' ...... ,nc>~lr!:l'nl"'iO

that the star was miraculous in
of God before the
and

shows.
Mr. Wenning wrote nIt would appear that the star
can be explained by something known as the
Shekhina Glory," a scriptural term "describing the
visible manifestation of God's
"
(Sheehan, 1986).
The university astronomers suggested that the star
was not an astronomical object in the normal sense
of the word. Instead, they said, it was a glorious
object known to theologians as the Shekinah or the
manifestation of the presence of God. "Whether
one likes to accept a supernatural
for
the star or not, that explanation may well have
been what was intended by Matthew," Kanagy
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We should be careful with the standard disclaimer that
many (most? all?) of us insert somewhere in our shows.
Especially if it comes at the conclusion of a show it may be
misleading:
I

This explanation of the Christmas Star [conjunction] may satisfy most people, but those who
believe in a literal translation of the Bible may
choose to believe that the Star literally moved and
stood over the young child. Such an interpretation
must rule out any astronomical explanation and
substitute instead a supernatural, or miraculous,
event. (Oriti, 1975)

I do quarrel with his belief that
show is an appropriate forum for the
miracles. The planetarium is associated
people's minds with science and ...."' .. "..,.. ,....,.....
doesn't mean that
that takes
the planetarium theater is scientific or
cal, but when it
it should be
Professional stanaarClS
disciplined
goals of logic and
approach taken in any olametarimn
1985)
If we are convinced that the Star was

I think we should be very careful how we

the
alternative for fear that our audience will
rn1clni'o't"1"'111"':'i' our polite disclaimer as genuine
ably as doubt shared by the entire scientific
what we
What the audience hears is not
or even what we meant to say. See Francis
the
of this article for
confirmation of
we should not raise up a disclaimer for
"''''''Cut .. ,,,,-.. that is so loud that it can be misinteras
indecision. (Astrology is a very different
matter, and here our disclaimer should be
I
a disclaimer at the
of the
at the
The statement of
should contain the
"''''Lrnr'nA71€~Olge~m{~nt that most historians conclude that the
I
a quick disclaimer of the super-
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weare
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have
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or it could well be a later embellishment to the
and if it was, then there's little more we can
about it. But if it was
seen in the
after all it was described as a star-then
r..oll"h~,1"'\C we can
it. We
in the
so today we'll turn back the clock ...
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Nor can we
which accounts in the Bible to n1"t:'C01'"\i'
to our audiences as miracles and which to not. As
astronomer
Trimble .........JAI.".:>,,,...... .:>,
Those of us who
miracles in
a
reject a miraculous explanation of the Star
of Bethlehem." (Trimble, 1980)
Good
go wrong when
fail to recogbeliefs interfere and do
nize that their
not step aside. Dr. E. C.
Director of the Griffith
commented on one eXC:UrlDle of an uncritical
and science:
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"creation science." Now we are told
valid and SCl!entltlc
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Author William Bennetta, a fellow of the California
Academy of Sciences, writes:
Creationism is a political arm of fundamentalism.
The creationists seek to impose onto the population at large, by political means, a body of religious beliefs derived from literal readings of the
King James version of the Holy Bible ... the creationists will demand that any presentation of evolutionary science must include "all the evidence" -their euphemism for various doctrines of
"creation science." As part of their campaign to
confuse and deceive educators, the creationists
will try to place pseudoscientific articles into journals ... (Bennetta, 1988)

Thus we should recognize that the
to IflCIU(;le
miracles in planetarium shows is
of a broader '4A",,'-A""'''''.
The plea to "include all the evidence" has as its
the elimination of Christmas shows
attacks on Christmas Star shows are
to
this quarter. I think we should be aware of what
ing, and not be fooled by cries of
time"
ance."

There are . . . ""' . . ,.- ....
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There are
of other ....""_" UA.~
omy that
be covered in ...., ..........
(Pasachoff, 1985).
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We are sometimes told that the proposed alternatives
that d'balance" a natural explanation for the star (specifically that the star was the Shekinah Glory-the visible manifestation of the Lord) is not a religious concept! This is a
rather blatant attempt to confuse. It has been used before.
They simply announced that their "creation-science" was not religious, that the creation" in its
name was not a religious concept, .... (Bennett a,
1988)
II

Am I overly bothered about this? I think not. Bennetta
tells why we should be concerned.:

erwise come, e!::lIJel:ldU
try to reach
we have an ObJllj.~(ln(m
public? Can we
other ethnic and "'01''-';1''''''
Mark Levine of the Vanderbilt Planetarium
what the
star show means to
our audience:

The political goals of today's creationists are routinely underestimated by the popular press and
the public ... Today's creationists ... seek to bring
Star has become
all of science education and all of science itself
like the Rockettes at Music
under fundamentalist control and censorship, and
iu')"hhno of the tree at Rockefeller
they hope ultimately to turn science into what they
1986)
believe it to have been a few centuries
handmaiden of religion, devoted to confirming
than
biblical stories and doctrines .... creationists have
we have such a gOIOE!n
come to recognize that information contradicting
talize on the
enthusiasm for
biblical literalism is prominent not only in biology,
already care about? Need we throw out the
but in a score of other disciplines-from physics,
bath water? I would
chemistry, and astronthat it would be
%ey have come to
omy .... They have
come to understand,
can do a nf'll1r11:;:tv
they must ... chain
then, that they must ...
contains solid astronomical
chain and gag science
. .. the creationists strive
material and
does not
itself.... the creationof
pu6£ic's understanding
ists strive to undermine the public's
processes, findings, and
understanding of scithat an can
ence's precepts, processes, findings, and achievements .... [They] will
objection that there are
depict science as a collection of arbitrary beliefs,
It has been charged that not
will exclude or obfuscate various scientific topics
an inappropriate
for plame~tal'1Ulms it is even
(especially in astronomy ... ). (Bennetta, 1988)
priate for this
This leads us to the next "., .... j~."""C''M('\.
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The Topic is Inappropriate (for The Planetarlan)
In a letter-to-the-editor earlier this year, James Sharp
comments on the publication of an article on the date of
the nativity:
... [the editor] should share it with the world of
theological and historical academe, not confine it
to the relatively obscure pages of our humble journal. There follows a five page article, replete with
45 (count 'em) footnotes, no doubt to create the
il~usion of scholarly rigor ... none of this has any
d1scernable relevance to the planetarium ...
(Sharp, 1991).
Mr. Sharp will be pleased to learn that this has happened. The Planetarian is primarily a vehicle for communic~ting within the planetarium community (which is why
~l?bous Gazette and Jane's Corner are so important), and
1t 1S not normally thought of as a research journal.
Consequently, it's a source of pride to me, as Executive
Editor, when an article (incidentally, the very article that
was the target of the above sarcasm) is referenced in so
prestigio~s a jou~nal as the Quarterly Journal of the Royal
Astronomlcal Soclety (1991). That specific (and to some
offensive) article is now shared with the world of academe.
I hope this status also gives pride to the members of the
International Planetarium Society, whose journal this is.
Of course, The Planetarian is hardly the only journal to
sp~c~late on such mat~ers, and biblical archaeology is a
legltImate branch of hIstOry. Many journals that are not
religiously oriented are not embarrassed about using the
Bible as an historical source. I especially recommend one
recent scholarly book on the chronology of the birth of
Jesus: Chronos, Kairos, Christos, a tribute to Jack Finegan
(author of the Handbook of Biblical Chronology) on his eightieth birthday.
This article has so far been a defense of Christmas Star
shows. I think such shows can be defended-if they are
~one carefully. But I also believe that there are valid positive reasons for presenting them, and that there is a place
and a need for properly done Star of Bethlehem shows.

Arguments in Favor of Christmas Star Shows
There are abundant outstanding reasons why it is in
our interest to not ignore the opportunity the star gives us:
1. Our audience already has an interest in the subject,
and they expect us to have an answer--or at least something intelligent to say. We can capitalize on existing interest and expectations.
2. We draw a respectful crowd that might not normally
visit us (a new market) and expose them to astronomy.
Some members of our Christmas audience return each
year to see our holiday show, and I doubt if we would see
December, 1991

them--especially during the
we ran
ent program. We invite them back.
3. We can make important statements about !:IIcht'nir,&"1n!'
Astrology will not go away, as much as we wish
and people need to understand it before
weaned from it. We should
the nn1I"'u'............. .;4... .
talk about a familiar astrological story.
4. Most of us focus on conjunctions, and this
to show off our planetarium projectors to the best
tage as well as to do real astronomy.
5. We can also have the opportunity to talk about
sun's motions and the winter solstice and do
solid planetarium astronomy. The date of Christmas
selected to coincide with the
and how often
have a real excuse to explain the "''''I ... ,... . . . '''·
create an excuse ("Our show
can an ...... 4-,,... ........... I
equinoxes ... "), but here the
of the story-and most of our audience doesn't
Surprise them.
6. The solstice is a basic astronomical event that
ences in many ways what happens in our ",,,,,,.. .of,,,.
December. As a cross-disciplinary
~."...y.
magi's star shows how we lnhon-.. "'~'" ....
art, folklore, and religious studies to evaluate a Question,
7. Astronomy has played an
role in the
ing of historical events. The best example ...n.r...... "",,..;a~""......
nativity is not the star, but the
that nr'''' ... .o.ri.o,ri
Herod's death. That
be a major . .
,,.,._.~_
show-after all, we have to
when Herod
know when Jesus was born. It could even give structure
the show, which could have as its main theme the
nomical dating of historical events. Astronomical
gives validity to participation by astronomers.
8. We can talk about both the
abilities
limitations of science. We know
where the
we
ets were and when eclipses happened,
on scraps of records to know about comets and novae.
9. There is a final, less lofty, reason
Christmas shows--one that is far from
planetarians:
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For a small planetarium, the attendance at
show can exceed that of all
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ing the year.

one
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This can be
A
atively painless to scoff at
shows, but for a sman
these shows can be
vital for both publicity and revenue. They
the luxury of discarding them.

Astronomical Dating
The star itself is an historical sidelight, but
Herod is not. It is widely acknowledged that the la€~ntIt1C(l
tion of that eclipse that proceeded Herod's death is
(which is why John Pratt's recent
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This gives us the opportunity to talk about two thingsthe solstice, and the evolution of solstice customs into
modem holiday traditions. A thorough discussion of the
solstice and the reason for the seasons shows off our planetarium projectors and lets us do what we do best. A discussion of the origin and evolution of holiday customs is
less astronomical, but it shows how we have woven
knowledge of the sky into our lives and ceremonies, and
with audio and visual techniques this pageantry can counterbalance the celestial dynamics to round out the tone of
the show. It can also address a variety of cultures.
Another major component of a Christmas star show
could be an exploration of how the different cultures in
biblical times thought about the sky. Herod perhaps represents the more geometrical, mechanical thinking of Greek
thought, while the magi contrast with their stronger concern for omens of all sorts, including astrology. The Jews
in general disregarded astrology, but it has become clear
from the recent publication of two Dead Sea Scrolls from
Cave 4 at Qumran that they expressed some interest in it
(Yamauchi, 1989). What sort of astronomical observations
did these different people make, and what records did
they leave? (We can bring in other cultures here, especially
the Chinese, whose record-keeping contrasts with
Europeans'.) Why might a Judean king grant an audience
to "Chaldeans"-ie., astrologers? For what purposes did
ancient people watch the sky? And how do modern
astronomers know what the sky looked like thousands of
years ago?
A completely different idea is to use astronomical dating of historic events as the main theme. Begin with a discussion of the nature (and incompleteness) of astronomical
records in different cultures and the problems in interpreting them unambiguously. After examples of astronomical
dating elsewhere, focus on star (emphasizing the difficulty
of associating planetary motions with a specific event) and
Herod's eclipse (a topic of vigorous and ongoing debate).
I'm not aware of any shows that use this approach, but it
seems doable.
Many planetariums explore the problem of determining
the date of Jesus' birth as a major component of their
shows. This is traditional, but I wonder if it is a slow start.
Herod's eclipse is certainly relevant, and you could spend
as much time as you like on it and the problems of identifying historical eclipses, but I am hesitant to go much
beyond. I've learned through the years just how muddled
and contradictory the history of the nativity actually is,
and how it is nearly impossible to make a single statement
that is not controversiaL The history is exceedingly confused, and perhaps the major point to make is that the
available records don't tell us when Jesus was born,
ars can't agree, and this leaves us with a mystery that we
will do our best to solve.
Many planetarium shows also devote considerable
energy to detailing why unlikely candidates, such as meteors, should be considered as possibilities for the star. These
false leads can build up a sense of drama as we discard
December, 1991

us use some of our better stock
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for a fresh approach should remember that
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simple avoidable errors are still
there is
reason to.

astrology in
that many
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while failing to explain how ast:rolloQ:v
to work. We seem to
posed to
in
that contradict our own hall.al,.,
known, and if done n-r"'rM:l.1I"hr
purposes.
In the Christmas star we have both
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opportunity. It is the duty of the scientist to explain nature
and observations of nature. If our salary is paid by the
public, we have the duty to present the scientific side of
questions that are in the public interest. The public expects
us to be able to figure out what the star was, or at least to
assess the situation knowledgeably. Our task is to do this
without promoting or denying religious beliefs, and I think
that it is the fundamentalist Christians who are most likely
to take offense at our exploration.

return can enrich the astronomical content of a
ing it secular
consistent with the "'''' ..... . ." ...
clause of the Constitution. It can also let us do
best, which is to demonstrate the motions
only planetariums can.

.:>........''-" ••

In the Christmas star we have both a duty and
an opportunity.
The star may well be legendary. It could equally well
have been an observed natural event which was later
converted to a miracle. In neither case is an identification
of the star likely to contribute to the genuine mystery of
the correct date of the nativity-there are too many conjunctions.
However, astronomers do playa critical role in determining the date of Herod's death (and thus the approximate date of the nativity). It is virtually unanimous that an
essential clue is the eclipse that preceded Herod's death.
Work on identifying this eclipse is progressing, and
although no decision is yet
some feel that a solution is
attainable. (In a similar way, astronomers are using the visthe date of the crucifixion.)
ibility of the new moon to
We astropomers can take pride in these contributions and
incorporate them into our planetarium presentations.
One important goal of our story is to
why
astrology can seem to work. When the sky was not understood and its motions were mysterious, interesting planetary configurations were regarded as omens. It was expected that such omens would accompany the births of important persons, and there may have been a
to
include such an omen by the writers of the gospel. We
don't know when Jesus was born to within several years,
but ironically can calculate the planet'S positions with
great precision for the same period, and we find that there
are interesting planetary groupings every year. uIf you'll
give me a year, I'll find a suitable omen" is our conclusion.
Those who, for historical reasons, place the birth of Jesus
shortly prior to 1 A.D., and who consequently look into the
sky of 3 and 2 B.C., find the planets doing embarrassingly
interesting things, and it is plausible that a connection was
made between these groupings and the birth of Jesus. One
does not prove the other. We do not have independent verification that the magi really existed, but their story does
exist and it is wen-known. It remains to remind, us how
people viewed the sky before it was understood.
During the holiday season, which not coincidentally
falls near the solstice, we can explore the astronomical origins of many familiar customs and find a link that binds
our cultures. There is a reason why so many celebrate birth
and rebirth at this time of the year. A discussion of the
sun's movements and the symbols associated with its
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A cumulative index is available of all major articles
the current
that have
in The Planetarian
issue. Articles are indexed three times:
author, by subASCII text file on
ject, and by title. The index is a
31h-inch disk for IBM and Macintosh cornDl11ters
cost is $5
($7 outside North
with your word processing program and search for names
and key words. An index on paper is also available. Inquire
Executive
on
3).
Here is a sample of the first few entries of each the
three sections of the index. The hyphenated number is the
volume and issue. (Add 71 to the volume number to get
the year of publication.)
AUTHOR INDEX
Abell, George, AND NOW, MAY I WISH YOU ALL A VERY GOOD
MORNING, 1-2
Ad Astra, INSPIRATION FROM THE HEARTLAND, 20-1
Aguilar, David, BLACK HOLE, 10-2
Aguilar, David, COSMIC PATTERNS, 10-1
Aguilar, David, PLANETARIUM APTITUDE TEST. 8-1
Aguilar, David, UTILITY SLIDE PROJECTOR, 9-4
Aguilar. David, VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR CON1ROL. 10-4
Aguilar. David, X-Y SLEWING UNIT, 10-3
Ahrendt, Myrl, SERVICES OF NASA TO ASTRONOMY
EDUCATION, 2-3
Albrln, Edward F., DEVELOPING A PLANETARY IMAGE LIBRARY,
20-3
Alexander, David, PUBLIC OBSERVATORY FOR WICHITA,
KANSAS AREA. 8-4
Allen, Robert, COPYING PORTIONS OF 16MM FILMS TO 8MM,
6-3
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ART and CULTURE

AMERICAN INDIAN INTEREST IN TIlE SKY AS INDICATED
LEGEND, ROCK ARf. CEREMONIAL AND MODERN
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Re\i'TTlan. 2-3
~l.n'.Jl'''Jlnlvru... TECHNIQUES OF TIlE POLYNESIAN
SEAFARERS, Hubert Harber, 8-3
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MYTIIOLOGY, Carl J. Wenning. 16-1
INDIAN MOONS, Everett Carr, 6-1
INVESTIGATING NAVAJO STARLORE USING A PLANETARIUM,
John Stocke et al., 7-4
IROQUOIS STAR MYTIIS, E. Q. & C. J. Carr. 6-1
CELESTIAL CONCERT HALL, David Rodger, 5-1
HAllEY'S COMET 1910: FIRE IN THE SKY, Jerred Metz, 14-4
HUMANITIES AND THE STARS: INTERPRETING TIlE ASTRONOMY
AND MYTHOLOGY OF OTHER CULTURES, Eileen Starr, 15-3
LAST PLANETARIUM CONVENTION, Elissa Malcohn, 13-3
MY'IHOLOGY: EXPLAINING THE UNEXPLAINABLE, Gerald Mallon,
12-2

TITLE INDEX
2061: HALLEY RENDEZVOUS, R Erik Zimmerman, 18-1
35MM FILM ALTERNATIVE, James Horn, 17-1
ACADIA PARK AS1RONOMY SESSION, Jeanne Bishop, 6-1
ADD SOME MUSIC TO YOUR DAY (MGHT), Jack Dunn, 5-1
ADDING COLOR 10 BLACK AND WHITE TRANSPARENCIES, Jeff
Schroeder, 7-4
ADVERTISING & ENERGY CONSERVATION AT STRASENBURGH
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Just recently I upgraded my Mac system software to
6.0.5 and ran into a small inconvenience while trying to
use "VOYAGER: the Interactive Desktop Planetarium"
version 1.2. As I was trying to change to a new date, the
old date was not seen. I called Carina Software and they
are sending me a bug fix to repair the problem. If you have
the same (or any)
with VOYAGER, you can contact them at:
Carina Software
830 Williams Street
San Leandro CA 94577
415-352-7328
I

Also, if you are upgrading your Mac system software to
7.0, the current version of VOYAGER will operate just as
before, but will not take advantage of any System 7.0
enhancements.
As I was talking to Carina Software, I was made aware
that Amiga users should get ready to experience VOyAGER in color. It will feature the ease of use, speed, and
flexibility of the Mac version and will add color plus a
number of other features not yet available to Mac owners.
VOYAGER multitasks and is compatible with accelerator
cards and flicker fixers. Carina Software feels that the special qualities of the Amiga will make VOYAGER an even
better way to explore the sky, learn, and have fun. All
Amigas with 1 megabyte of RAM and Amiga DOS 1.3 or
newer will be able to run VOYAGER for $119.50. For ease
of use on hard disk drives, it is not copy protected.
As if this were not enough information, Carina
Software also let me know that a 'NEW" color Mac version of VOYAGER is in the works, to be released under a
new name at the end of this year.
Most people know about audio compact discs (CDs).
But did you know there are CDs for the computer ~alled
CD-ROMs? Below is a list of NASA CD-ROMs and mformation on how you can go about getting them.
34

1. Astronomical ...........
stellar sources from the
One test disc available in Flexible
(FITS) and ASCII format. New version in Dn~D"U'atlOJn!
be available in late 1991.
Contact: NSSDC Coordinated
Support Office
Mr. Lee BrC)tzlnaltl.
Code
'LUl ......' ...

.n.-i .... "i-...., ...

2a. Comet Giacobini-Zinner data
Halley Watch. One test disc
Flexible
Data
format
archival disc to be available summer 1991.
Contact: NSSDC Coordinated
~",
Office

'-.: • •

. . ." , , *

date.
Limited
Contains radar data for
with
the Moon,
Pioneer-Venus Orbiter and the
Contact:NSSDC
Support Office
Originator: Dr.
University, Department of Earth &
Vol. 20, No.4,

Campus Box 1169, One Brookings Drive, Saint Louis, MO
63130-4899
4. Nimbus-7 Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR) Irradiance and Sea Ice parameters in
the Special Sensor Microwave/ Imager Grid. One test disc
available with tables and documentation, including the
Polar Regions Users Guide. Data are free to NASA-affiliated researchers and university personnel.
Contact: Dr. Per Gloerson, NASA/Goddard Space
Science Data Center, Code 971, Greenbelt, MD 20771, (301)
286-6362
5. Nimbus-7 Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(TOMS) ozone data from the Upper Air Research Tropospheric Chemistry (UARTC) group. One disc available
with Version 6 data in ASCII format. Second disc with
graphics in preparation.
Contact: NSSDC Coordinated Request and User
Su pport Office
Originator: Dr. Richard D. McPeters, NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center, Code 916, Greenbelt, MD 20771, (301)
286-3832
6. Viking Orbiter Encounter data of Mars from the
Planetary Data System (PDS). *One Infrared Thermal
Mapper (IRTM) disc (non-imaging) available in
VAX/VMS and Planetary Data System (PDS) format. One
image disc available with compressed and browse images,
more to be available in 1992.
Contact: NSSDC Coordinated Request and User
Su pport Office
Originator: Mr. Michael Martin, NASA/Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Mail Stop 233-208, 4800 Oak Grove Drive,
Pasadena, CA 91109, (818) 354-8751
*Due to manufacturer's problem, NSSDC is not sure if,
or when, more copies will become available. Check back in
six months.

those performed by the principal investigators. These services are available to foreign requesters through the World
Data Center-A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
Normally, a charge is made to cover the cost of ret)roc1uCing and processing the requested data.
as
resources permit, the NSSDC director may waive the
charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be
used for scientific studies or specific college-level educational purposes, and when they are requested
an individual affiliated with:
1- NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA
grantees.
2- Other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or
their grantees.
3- Accredited Universities or colleges
4- State or local governments
5- Nonprofit organizations

NSSDC CD-ROM
Please make all checks or money orders
U.s.
dollars, to ST Systems Corporation. Shipping and Handling fees are $2.50 for domestic orders and $10.00 for nonU.s. orders. Price is subject to change without notification.
Product
ADCCatalog
Viking Orbiter
Voyager to Uranus'"
Voyager to Saturn*
Voyager to Jupiter*
Voyager to Neptune*
Nimbus 7 TOMS

1
1

3
2
3
4

1

Others to be available
IHW)

$20.00
$20.00
$32.00

$38.00
$20.00
$20.00 first disk
$ 6.00 each additional

* The 8-volume set is $62.00; the
7. Voyager Spacecraft to the Outer Planets from the
Planetary data System (PDS). Compressed and browse
images accessed through the IMage DISplay (IMDISP)
retrieval program. Uranus (Vols. 1 - 3) - 6538 images;
Saturn (Vols. 4 - 5) - 4000 images; Jupiter (Vols. 6 - 8) 6000 images; Neptune (Vols. 9 -12) -10,000 images. Discs
may be purchased by the general public,
Contact: Mr. Randal Davis, LASP Campus Box 392,
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, (303) 492-686,
fax 492-5105
Originator: Mr. Michael Martin, National Space Science
Data Center

1. Antarctic Airborne Ozone Expedition
data
from the Upper Air Research Tropospheric Chemistry
(UARTC) Group. One disc available with data in table format along with documentation. Data are free to confirmed
scientific researchers.
Contact: Dr. Michael Prather, Goddard Institute for
Space Studies (GISS), 2880 Broadway, New York, NY
10025, (212) 678-5625

Charge and Service Policy

2. Joint Education Initiative (JEDI) Earth ~Clt!n(::t;!
Education discs from the U.S. Geological Survey. Two of
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center . three disks available with on-line tutorials. NASA data
(NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space included are: Nimbus-7 Total Orone Mapping SOlectlrontland Earth science flight experiments for studies beyond eter (TOMS) data, Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Vol. 20, No.4, December, 1991
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is easy is
seldom excellent.
I~hat

-Samuel Johnso

When we inaugurated SPICE Automation six years
ago, we purposely chose the hard road.
Instead of easy, but slow, BASIC, we wrote in
challenging, but lightning-quick, C.
Instead of easy, but unreliable, circuitry, we designed
noise- and phase-insensitive controllers.
Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
when executed, we came up with powerful status
output that tracks as you move.
And instead of resting on our laurels, we've
kept working.
The result?
Video control, audio control, and new independent
flicker/flash routines that make each projector
respond like it has its own dedicated computer.

Ironically, all this work on our part means easy
programming for you.
So if you want excellent shows, but haven't got
six years to spare, get SPICE.

Sky-Skan, Inc ..
5 I Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA Tel. 07 1-6290538, FAX 07 )-7344 J 66

I~hat

is easy is

seldom excellent.

II

-Samuel Johnson

When we inaugurated SPICE Automation six years
ago, we purposely chose the hard road.
Instead of easy, but slow, BASIC, we wrote in
challenging, but lightning-quick, C.
Instead of easy, but unreliable, circuitry, we designed
noise- and phase-insensitive controllers.
Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
when executed, we came up with powerful status
output that tracks as you move.
And instead of resting on our laure/s, we've
kept working.
The result?
Video control, audio control, and new independent
flicker/flash routines that make each projector
respond like it has its own dedicated computer
Ironically, all this work on our part means easy
programming for you.
So if you want excellent shows, but haven't got
six years to spare, get SPICE.

Sky-Skan, Inc.
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060. Tel. (603) 880-8500. FJ\X (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House. 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA Tel. 07 1-629 0538, FJ\X 071-7344166

Radiometer (SMMR) sea ice data, and Voyager images
from the outer planets. Discs are $30 plus $5 shipping and
handling.
Contact: Mr. David Traudt, USGS, GD/OSP Mail Stop
904, U.S. Geological Survey, National Center, Reston, VA
22092,(703)648-5388
3. Nimbus-7 Coastal Zone Color Scanner Grids, West
Coast Time Series (WCTS) from the NASA Ocean Data
System (NODS). Volume I, Version 2 for 1979 - 1981. One
disc available with compressed and browse images of phytoplankton pigment concentration accessed through the
IMage DISPlay (IMDISP) retrieval program. Data are free
to all government researchers and universities.
Contact: Ms. Elizabeth Smith, NASA/Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Mail Stop 300-323, 4800 Oak Grove Drive,
Pasadena, CA 91109, (818) 354-6980

MAGELLAN IMAGE PERSPECf.Grey-EPSF
PHaro CAPTION
P-37431

MAGELLAN
1/3/91

Perspective view of the southern boundary of Lakshmi Planum, Ishtar Terra,
Venus.
The southern scarp and basin province of western Ishtar Terra in the northern
hemisphere of Venus is portrayed in this three-dimensional perspective view of
Magellan radar image data. Western Ishtar Terra is an Australia-sized highland terrain that is a major focus of Magellan investigations. The highland is centered on a
25-to 4-kilometer-high (1.5 -to 2.5- miles-high) plateau, Lakshmi Planum, which
can be seen in the distance and to the right Along this part of the Planum, the surface of the high plateau drops precipitously into the bounding lowlands, with
slopes that exceed 5 percent over 50 ldlometers (30 miles). The numerous fractures
and valleys located on and adjacent to the steep outer slope of the plateau are clues

4. Selected Geomagnetic and Other Solar-Terrestrial
Physics Data from the National Oceanic and
Administration (NOAA). One disc available with tabular
data and software for plotting and extraction onto
disk. Please call for price and availability.
Contact: Mr. Carl Abston, NOAA/National Geophysical Data Center, 325 Broadway (065),
CO
80303, (303) 497-6276
5. Space Science Sampler, Volumes 1 and 2 from the
Planetary Data System (PDS). Two discs containing 800
images of Uranus, its rings and satellites, and 400
of
other space and Earth science data. Price is $25 for the set.
Contact: Mr. Randal Davis, LASP, Campus Box
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, (303)
fax 492-510.
0

to the formation of this unusually abrupt topographic drop. Along other parts of the
boundary of Lakshmi are mountain ranges that rise as much as 6 kilometers (3.5
miles) above the plateau surface to over 11,000 meters (35,000 feet) above the mean
elevation of the surface of Venus. One of these mountain ranges, Danu Montes, rises
over 1.5 kilometers (1.0 mile) above the plateau and can be seen in the upper center
of the image.
Images such as this one show the relationship of geolOgical features to topography
and yield a valuable new perception of the radar data. For example, the small domeshaped high (center left) is a volcano that is not apparent in the normal map-view
display of Magellan images. Only when combined with topography in this fashion
is the nature of the feature clearly evident These perspective views also display
fractures of the surface in their actual topographic setting. Understanding the relationship of topography to these fractures, which express the stresses and motions in
the outer layers of the planet, helps geologists and geophysicists to formulate and
test models for the formation of western Ishtar. The results of these studies will add
to our understanding of the interior forces that shape the surface of Venus.

[sample from Magellan CD-ROM with NASA caption1
38
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Laura
Producer
McDonnell Star
5100 Clayton Road, It-<nT'DC!1"
Sl Louis, Missouri
The first three reviews are by Rod Thompson, Mentor High
School Planetarium, Mentor, Ohio
Space Places, by Roger Ressmeyer, Collins
Publishers, San Francisco, California 1990, ISBN 000-215732-2
This 208-page oversized book is filled with fantastic
pictures and very few words. The pictures deal with
"Space Places." These include many ancient astronomy
sites as well as modern ones. The discovery of Supernova
1987A is detailed in pictures with just enough words for a
brief explanation. Pictures of foreign space exploration and
missions to planets are also detailed.
I enjoyed the pictures in this book. Mr. Ressmeyer is a
in
noted photographer and has done his profession
Space Places. This book is excellent for the coffee table or
waiting room.

Of Dreams and Astronauts, by John P.
Schreitmueller, Vantage
New
NY,
1989
This book contains 257 easy-to-read
concernsources and information listed in the
ing manned missions and listings of top ten songs for the
years covered.
The author's fascination with space began with the
flight of Sputnik I at the age of 4, and has continued
throughout his life. He did not become an astronaut, but is
a licensed commercial pilot.
The book takes a personal look at the "space age" from
Sputnik I to the Challenger disaster. It is also an historical
look at this time frame based on the author's own personal
experiences. He uses music as a reference point as he travels nostalgically through the "space age". He also discusses the political aspect as he explains his feelings of the
Vietnam War and other political events of this period.
I found this book a refreshing approach to an eXCltUllg
time in American history. Anyone who lived through it
will find the author bringing out many of his or her own
personal memories. I enjoyed the book and would recommend it to anyone, but if you lived through this era it's a
lane and read
must. Take a nostalgic trip down
Dreams and Astronauts.
Vol. 20, No.4, December, 1991
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The authors of this book have taken a look
involved in the
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The first is a look at how the
came into existence. The Tuckers
tigation into the behind-the-scenes pOllltH:S
the
and
of VLA.
next area is a look at the
the authors
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as much information as . . . . . . "'<:'.Ihl""
I found the book
......... 'C.....

are
on a smaller scale. It is
hgl1tlnlg similar battles.
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urn of the International
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perspecti ves
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These two books in the
10 and

Reviewed

methodical n...,'~.,...."" .."'"''
With the
solve pn)O!eIT1~ in
Newton ""n."''''''
built
case
Chaloner. It
three
but William Chaloner
1699.

written for readers
for future volumes.
use of anecdotes makes for

Russell LJlanejtafllUflrl,

f\J1lac,'luto

Reviewed
Chalmers

in Newton's
Newton's scientific aC(~OflrlpJJstlm4~nts.
In 1696 Newton received a
as
Warden of the
and he moved from
to
London. Newton's chief nemesis in the scientific
at
this time was Robert
in the world of counterfeiters
it
be one William Chaloner. Newton +... ,01 ............. 1-1.0..-1
over both men.
as Newton was no .n. ...,..h .... ·" ..... ,
Chaloner was no
Heman
once .....>A.a.v .....
the best of the new Warden. But Newton was not a
man to be made a fool
and Chaloner
his life.
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The new school year is wen under way and we're all up
to our ears with work and enjoying every minute of it
(Well, almost every minute)! Our state is committed to
restructuring schools for the 21st century. As a result we
are taking steps to implement a New Compact for
Learning. Student goals have been set by New York State
~hich place a greater emphasis on application and syntheSIS of knowledge, values, and active learning. Other states
~nd countries are following suit or have already establIshed these goals. Interactive planetarium programs key
into this "new" thinking very nicely. However, the challenge for us will be to set desired learning outcomes for all
students that are measurable. Also, we must design a tool
that measures our effectiveness in involving students in
level thought processes. This is not an easy task
given the brief amount of time we are able to work with
students. In order for any program to excel and survive
have
budget cuts it must justify its existence. If any of
devised a method of measuring how effective we
are
please
the rest of us. If there are any volunteers
who would like to work on this let me know.
Public Relations:
Another way we can ensure that the public knows what
a great job we do is to publicize ourselves.
of our
schools don't know what organization brings the portable
to them. Here is an article on dome customizing. If you follow some of these suggestions your organization can get
the credit it deserves. Thank you Scott.

Customizing a Starlab Dome
Scott A. N iskach
Newark Museum Planetarium
49 Washington Street
Newark, New Jersey 07101
(201) 596-6609
Anyone who owns a Starlab has probably had at least
one newspaper article written about their program. These
articles normally have an accompanying photo of students
entering the dome. But are you getting the full value of
these photos? With the proper design, an ordinary Starlab
20, No.

1991

dome can be transformed into free billboard.
can customize
the large outside dome area
your organization.
What should be on
on the Starlab program
are ruJ1.ru:ne.
might display the school name and oo:ssilolv
cot. Those who rent Starlab out
tion's name and
number.
There are several ways to customize
The least
marker. I..:............... IIT?
the dome
The . . ." ..."".. ,.'1,
1......

nent and pr()tessi,oncil
Silk scn~nin2:

.,....~.".-~

""..." . . . ,,~. . "'~ lies in "'."."'."' ...... norders could bear ..."". . "' .. #,~.....I
to silk scr«~ni nQ"
chip and fade over time.
nent
it can be woo •....,."","'''''·....."
Bruce
Bloomfield of
eventually win lift the
off the dome surface.
Another method is the banner where a "" .... oJ""".""" . . .
embroidered onto a
medium
cloth
40 inches x 40 .... '''.'' .~';:,I
material
it is
to use a
letters and a dark border around the banner.
border
two inches inside the outside
.... 11-'1,., ......."' ................ The banner is then attached to
with
The velcro allows
removal
packing. This method also allows various
banner to be attached. So when the ohotcl2t',ilnlh.er
up, reposition the banner to the best
lion.
When designing
when photographed.
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letters) and dear. Any pictures or designs should be kept
to shadow type drawings. For a three by four inch newspaper photo, three inch letters on the dome produce letters a
quarter of an inch high. This correlates to about a sixteen
point size. Of course distance from the dome changes
everything.
Deciding which method is best will depend on Starlab
usage. If you rent Starlab out to schools, I recommend silk
screening. This insures that each time Starlab is inflated
your name win be in large print. If, however, you send
Starlab out accompanied by a teacher, you should use the
banner. Banners are more attractive and stand out better
for newspapers. They also may be easily changed to reflect
special events or a new phone number.
Whatever method you choose-do it! This is free publicity that gets your name out to the public.

brand new deluxe Starlab, and told to set up
brains for ideas
not to reinvent the
to hear from c011eagm~s
consider
description, so
and iPV1I''''''l''iH ~
So, she is out and about

HecltU1l2 the

""n,n""""iI"

Crunch:

funding from the usual sources. . . ..... ,.""'.............
County
Educational
P.O. Box 70, Middle Settlement
13413-0070
addresses this
few avenues to
in your
like a copy of her list of su~gg~estlo11S
request to her or me.

More PR:
Other

Steve Russo (Southern Cayuga AtmospheriumPlanetarium, Poplar Ridge, New York 13139 USA) suggests when students and adults enter the planetarium we
should have a slide up saying uWelcome to the (YOUR
PLANETARIUM NAME) Planetarium" or something of
that nature. He is also a master at getting media exposure
for everything connected with his facility through keeping
active in community affairs. We solved our identity crisis
by simply wearing large
colored name tags when
we do
These simple techniques win focus
attention on your organization so people can give credit
where it's due.

lHI~n"'1'11

Hints from Lindarae:

If you teach deaf children
out
lator without
translator in front of the

New Users Heard From:

New people continue to write with requests for help.
You can assist by contacting them with advise or encouragement too. Michael Svec,
student at Indiana
University, (720 College Man Road #N9, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401 USA) is working with the Astronomy
Department to develop public and school shows, and he
needs instructional material and curriculum guides. I have
sent some items from my files. Eileen Peifer (South Dakota
Discovery Center and Aquarium, P.O. Box 1054, Pierre, SD
57501 USA) just wants to keep informed. She thought we
published a newsletter. She was sent copies of the "Mobile
News Network" and was urged to join IPS. This points out
the fact that we are not reaching an the "little guys" with
this publication. We need to encourage everyone to join
IPS so that we can communicate with them easily. Joyce
Butler (Carruthers School, 80 Candy Lane, Murphysboro,
Illinois 62966 USA) teaches gifted children through Grade
5 and has access to a week of STARLAB. She is seeking
material to expand the week with a unit of study at each
grade level. OCM B.O.C.E.S. one-week units were sent to
her. Ann Robbins, Elementary Science Training Specialist,
(Clinton-Essex-Warren-Washington B.O.C.ES., P.O. Box
455, Plattsburgh, NY 12901 USA) was just hired, handed a
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dome each week.
cuts
clothes when
breathe and
keeps the tent
If
exterior or clean the interior use
and water to wash the dome and
works
If you have
(A V)

rtiPr'~l"tn"'liPl1ot

slides etc. for you out of their
'-"-.~.
borrow them.
Lindarae has also donated to our files a . .
pre/post ~("'t·nT1t'.oc
correlate with the International
Year
Earth with a
on
the Cosmic
request this I will send it to you.
IV .... ' ...

V" ... I..nlA<'..

~·.v ...

Carry on with the
work and maintain COlmn:1UlUCl:ition with me and fellow plametarlaI1ls so that we can
each other
a strong network and continue to
best we can be.

I!II

I

S(:nHe~,es

Elizabeth

Educational

lJ'''''r~"""",, ...

_.C''

and

logiSU~:s

Coordinator

The Cernan Center houses a lOO-seat tilted dome
theater with a
512 star
a Cinema-360 film
state-of-the laser
and a
of
... U.I-' .....
~A
In addition to our automated
programs
events
Oi"\·...s:::>T·U1Tl,O' sessions:
-'A ....

.........

This is a live SO-minute dome theater
entitled

the indoor program, the audience is invited outdoors to
half a dozen
or so
of our buildThe Cernan Center has its own 10" reflecmembers of the
tor and the rest are

else is
The CAS members are I\;;;.u'u .... .;;> ...;.• .;;>u .....
and very
vide them with coffee throue:hCJut

at each of the

in front of our building became a sea of humanity. It was
great! Publicity for this event included a special flyer on
the event mailed to about 15,000 people, and some local
media coverage. We couldn't believe the turnout.
Nonetheless, we were prepared for the most part and
everything went smoothly.
August, 1989 Eclipse Party
The Cernan Center ended up with an estimated 1000+
visitors outside our building on the evening of this impressive lunar eclipse. CAS members came equipped with a
number of telescopes, which many patrons took advantage
of while others just spread out blankets and watched. The
event was free of charge. The Ceman Center sold refreshments including astronaut ice cream, soda, and coffee. We
also set up a Ceman Center and a Chicago Astronomical
Society information table with mailing list sign-up sheets.
Again, our publicity consisted of a special mailer and some
local television coverage.
August, 1989 Voyager at Neptune
Even though this event didn't directly involve telescope
observing, it was similar to the previous two events, and it
too was well attended. The Cernan Center received realtime down link Voyager images during the encounter
through JPL. We were fortunate to have one of our staff
members, Dan Joyce, serving as a Pasadena correspondent.
He was a guest at JPL that evening for the encounter and
his phone reports were pumped live into the theater.
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Admission was free. An estimated 600 people attended.
Member's Observatory Tours
Over the past four years, the Ceman Center has
nized half-day "field trips" for our members to Yerkes
Observatory in Williams Bay, Wisconsin and to Dearborn
Observatory at Northwestern University in Chicago. Tours
included some observing through 20"+ telescopes
weather permitted. Although successful, attendance was
limited by the observatories and our buses/ vans. The cost
was approximately $20-$30 per person, including transportation, dinner, and tour.
May, 1991 Dark Site Trip
The Ceman Center is offering its members an opportunity to observe a DARK night sky-something unattainable in suburban Chicago. The event will be held in a forest preserve approximately 50 miles northwest of the
Cernan Center. We plan to have a number of telescopes,
binoculars, star finders, and excited observers on hand. It
will be clear that night!
In addition to the events listed above, the Cernan
Center also celebrates National Astronomy Day each year,
which always includes solar observing and night sky telescope observing.
Perhaps all these events are the norm rather than the
exception among planetaria. I honestly don't know. I welcome anyone interested in hosting similar observing
events to contact me for ideas and advice.
0
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%e Scriptorium
Scripts
Alan Davenport
Planetarium, Wingate HaU
University of Maine
Maine 04469
In this complex '90s world, working with the awesome
capabilities of the planetarium media, many diverse subjects are technically appropriate for planetarium show
scripts. The director and the script writer are responsible
for chosing topics that are suitable to the planetarium mission. The primary concern is usually how the intended
market responds. Most planetarium directors want to
appeal to a large audience and to realize a proportionate
revenue for the run of presentations. Thus, the new images
of our own solar system have a heritage in educational
shows, and public show titles are riddled with black holes,
alien life-fonns, big bangs and dinosaurs. But the exploration of the heavens has evoked a reflex appreciation for
our own planet as well.
Most space travellers who have orbited aboard capsules, shuttles and space stations have found the view of
our Earth to be an inspiring spiritual vision. From space,
the view of Earth is that of a fragile, vulnerable craft untethered in an open ocean of blackness with a handful of
nearby but inhospitable neighbors and innumerable beacons from remote, unreachable lighthouses. When astronomers, amateur and professional alike, begin to ,.."' .............""
hend the scale of the universe, they often
the essence of our own existence. They begin to ~1/"'Il""l'a"""'lh,..,
our nature and fallibility. Sometimes the act of c>v'r.. ln .. ","'in~
and discovery stimulates insight.
Indeed, these perspectives have inspired some people
to accept more responsibility for the condition of our planet. Environmentalists and conservationists urge everyone
to preserve the resources of the Earth. And a new generation of planetarium programs are addressing this subject.
In the fonowing article, Lars Broman describes an engaging theory, the Gaia theory, that offers a holistic approach
to the stewardship of our planet, and it seems appropriate
for the subject of a public planetarium program. Lars also
includes an offer to collaborate with other planetarians to
develop a Gaia program.
The Gaia theory is one of many subjects that give
scriptwriters an opportunity to inform, clarify and involve
the public in contemporary science issues. Planetarians can
ply their trade to promote objective reasoning as the best
means of solving problems in our world community. We
have a stake in caretaking our planet, and a responsibility
to proffer our expertise in that enterprise.
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listened to
by the bio-scientist Dr. Elisabet Sahtouris. She
the
of the earth as a
I have stu.ale~
...... "'1I4.,..;; ........... 1~'"

pn~sente~c1

gressin
The modem "'"....,..,,.. . . 41960s and is 1~1I',o"C>I'u
Lovelock
the earth' s t'lu'.~1/"'Iht:>lra
regulating
the cneffilcal
healthy by
ment. This entity is called
was the Greek goddess of the earth.
number of books
Since the mid-seventies, a
ed to the Gaia theory, both scientific and nOltl-SClentitic,
have been published. A
tion is given by Elisabet ~aJh.t(J~uris
contains a comprehensive OU)u()gI'at:lhv

restrict themselves to trying to describe Gaia, others, like
Peter Russel (1982), quest a deeper reason for her behavior,
a "global will."
It is no coincidence that the Gaia theory has grown
simultaneously with the exploration of the solar system.
The earth is a live planet with a dead sister and a dead
brother-planets Venus and Mars show no sign of life. The
present, by geological records very stable, composition of
the earth's hydro- and atmospheres can by no means be
attributed only to the earth's appropriate distance to the
sun. Simple interpolation between the atmospheric conditions on Venus and Mars suggests an atmosphere of a
hypothetical dead earth that is extremely different from
the one of the living earth.
Life on earth has not only created a suitable environment but also one that has shown remarkable stability over
the aeons. Ever since life got a foothold on earth 3.5 aeons
(billions of years) ago, our planet's average surface temhas been kept constant with
minor variations between 10 and 20° C. Over the same
the
sun's radiation has increased
50 oercE~nt.
The salinity of the oceans, as
from the constant addition of mineral salts by means of the water
and other cycles, is
times the
............. "£1.""'4-. as a matter of fact a mere 60 million
accumulation would
the . . . . . ""c.£,.....
indication that life on the continental shelves
. . . . ,. ....... ...,."" the
at this
are no other
available than that life itself has
variables at a level suitable for life.
The most
activities may
not
been
a final answer. Even if the answer
should be no, Gaia may still be
dally by man-made
soil erosion and envideterioration of the continental "' ..

impact of fossil and nuclear fuels.
I t is not easy to change men's or women's
whether they live in highly industrialized and
areas or in rural areas of poor
whether
industrial leaders, politicians, workers or farmers.
is tremendous, but the
development has to be
The role of the .n"",....... ~.""'"" .. '" and scientists is to
technical devices needed to utilize renewable "''''...."..".,.."
nec)Die.It

for""v'~~~la

im1plementciticm of

There are

sil and nuclear fuels.
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Several actions seem to be needed to restore Gaia's
health. These include
-~"~Y",,I" ..... ,.... of
drastic reduction in the
chlemnCC:llS. etc. Present
usage might well
the single largest human
on Gaia. It increases the atmospheric contents of carbon dioxide, it creates acid rain, it
decreases the ozone layer, it spreads radioactive
it
destroys coastal waters with mineral oil spills, and it
makes the earth's deserts grow by over-use of wood as
fuel.
Direct and indirect use of the sun's energy may have its
impacts on the environment: Development of hydro electric plants create often large dams, sometimes disastrous to
the local environment. The insulation of solar heat collectors may be produced using environmentally hazardous
gases like CFC's. Large windmill farms
decrease the
beauty of the farm sites. Material is needed to build
and
into the process. Without a
doubt, however,
environmental impact of most uses of
renewable sources of energy is very much less than the
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on
or controversial
Theories of environmental science and atrnOSPJler'lC
Hon are controversial to the
of
are
economic and
evoke heated debate at

it up in

As this is
the
Galileo is ".. "'..... -~.~~
toward its October 29 rendezvous with the little . . C.·A.,." .....
l.:Jaspra--(].eC:lQlne: how and when to aim its instruments
even as it tries to free that dratted antenna.
for the
.... "-",................. 'l.'-' of the
If an goes well, we will at last
and other
readings of a true
we may not know
when the transmitterfor certain until late next
traveler is once again close
to earth
the bulk of its asteroid data through its lO"vV-Q".<lln
antenna. With luck, Galileo may
its ""~""''''''''''.
and
on to
success at Jupiter. But at the
the solar sysmoment, it seems a laborious way to
tem!

The Classical Planets

IAA'

If

consideration

The Ultimate Field

One the latest
to
hit the open market is
on the standard solar system show for V01unl~sters
by Strasenburgh as a
show
oids and the adults with
" HSpace Bus" chronicles
adventures of a group of 21st ... .0,"'4-1" ...... .010''141"'\£''''' ..
on a field
to the ""'I,." .... " ..
Stella Capella in a nice
the
takes the
kids-and the audience-on a tour of each planet in a
with a little
low
school
adventure and a lesson in Close Encounters of the
Kind.
The show has an innovative torm2It--a
and simply video. The soundtrack and most of the visuals
with an
17
are contained on a
slides to be used in a carousel
fitted with a short
focal
lens (1.4 inches or 35mm is stated as
with a one to two-inch range suggested) centered on the
a
video screen. And that's it. If you have a star
slide projector, you can
video projector, and a

like Isao Tomita's "I..,. ....
liThe Planets" and NASA's . . ."',...... "'..... ,'seclUenc4~ and

·0:. .... ,

n
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audio
which is
nice indeed.
The video errs at one
when it identifies ao-r'l,_n,nncr
around Olympus
as
And it positively sins at another
moon dose-ups into the Mercury
without
lal~nltlt"lnP- them as such. I think that stretches artistic
license a
too
better to have added a teleo:rOInoter
comment about how
surface looks
or to have commissioned an artist clOse-un
Basin or smneth1:nQ".
But aside from these
science and ~rl'1C",""
and I found it an
u ... ,,,uz:,,. both the solar c;ru;;:.l!-PTn

lO«;iQlng sleeve
art; and the Deluxe Collector's
the sleeved V1Cieocassette
Chandler
art
a booklet called
retails at
U.S.
wholesale for a minimum of
the deluxe at between
U.S.
wholesale for a minimum of six
that it is available
VHS
may wish to
with the company about other formats.

There" s also a fine sequence
Sn{)WllnQ" the
blue
"" ... ,,"",..,.n.

see more video

-'-' ....,H.U.H . . . . . . . . . . . . ,..........,,,....

. r'or>.i-k-"••
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in Video

The

The Videoconference
~~<~............. ".,..

our video theme: it seems these
that
It has been

view. I've eXlpel"leI1Ce~
such ~~I' ........,,.. V:loeotaloe
Band
3515 W.
(817)731-0804.
This videotape dOICUrnel1ts, tnt'ouQ'n
cameras, the eX1De]rielt1C(;~S
enthusiasts who call .. h,........ "'''''1
California last
.lAu5::H2~""""" nrw',. ............."' .... ". to record the eclipse.
result is a
momento of one of the most
in recent memory,
balanced between
tacular
shots of humans
and the eCllp~;e
itself.
My
is
a corona
I would
have liked to have seen a ... """' ......",., more attention
to
views of the fun corona.
But that's
taste, and the videocassette is burstwith
are simply fascinat.l,,-II;;U,U.iVAI,

';;>V&•
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source.
the list of necessary
course, is a 35mm
manual .... ,,''-''-''J ....
i terns will be needed to create

duph~catllng

A

Most of us who work with slides on a
basis find
that we
need to have duplicates made.
copies of
slides are often
in order to avoid
our slide files. In
cases, some of us even have the need to
the
size of an
and
parency for
seems like a rather tOf'mld.alble
Because of
the first reaction is to
take them down to the comer camera
But ",,,,,I.,,,,,,,...
:,)LMCLl,(lU

or more, (b) many
won't
in glass mounts,
commercial labs often have as much as
a one-week turnaround on slide
and (d) photolabs usually won't
slides (and most that do
charge an extra
This situation has
of us to try our hands at
"home-brewed" slide duplicating, but
with
only marginal success. Substitute methods
from
rephotographing
to
use of
slide duplicator
containing dim, CokeThe end result is often
images
are so stark and
that
like last week's nightmare than your
there are a number of fancy professional-grade slide duplicators on the market, most of these units are simply too
expensive ($l,OOO-plus, sans camera and lens) to be within
the budgetary reach of most planetariums.
UUI./UlL"'.....

The Right Equipment for the
However, it really isn't necessary to buy lots of expensive equipment to produce high-quality slide dupes. All
that is really needed are a few basic photographic tools
and an understanding of the special principles associated
with close-up photography-though, there are a few pitfalls to avoid when selecting duplicating gear. While it's
not really necessary to invest in expensive lab-grade hardware to get high-quality dupes, it is important to recognize
w here no t to cut corners.
For instance, using those little auxiliary close-up lenses
(the kind that screw onto the front of your camera lens like
a filter) is not recommended for making duplicates. Such
devices are generally quite poor at providing sharp
50

An extension tube
is a
mounted between lens and camera,
......'or".n,ro"'''' this additional lens extension. Focus can
achieved
the focus
on the lens as
The extension tube is the
tight budget.
is
length tube to achieve a 1:1
bellows attachment
sion, and will
even
versatility. This feature win
and cropping of slides. Focus is achieved
variable extension of the bellows
its
and-pinion mechanism.
4) A copystand (an item
no
most
urns already possess). The assembled camera
sion/lens is mounted on the
to facilitate
adjustment. Due to the
of the
;:)Ll\:::LU:l1l

be

era assembly, it is more sensitive than usual to vibrations
induced at the copystand (like a cheap
with a
high-power eyepiece). For this reason, the
should be stabilized or buttressed. This can be """'/".. "" ..
easily by attaching the
of the copystand to a nearby
wall via a horizontal
or metal strut.
5) A
you can
""''U','''...... ..., ....... to make
slide
7ar11

...... ,s;;.A ...........

up
tioned in The
With the "'''''11'11''\0.·''''
UUV .... kJ..

mirror and
a slide

and error"-it makes rlol~O"'IY'1"41.nO" n·""""",c.o
distances much easier.
Also, bear in mind that most cameras don't show the
in the viewfinder. To overcome this
entire
when
for exact 1:1 ........ ..,.u. . . . . . .
to lOaolflg
T41 ...' .... hl,OT1l"\

"'1

batch to

slide in the camera.
the shutter is dosed
final focus . ,. ••"" ....
"-U,"'JI"',J;; the
looking into the ,[T1ICI"ATt'lnria1"

nrl

case of our home-made slide ""...................,....., ..
filters can be
onto the lens of the

The

those same ..... ..,.,.."'"'"'.0+0.. '"
same 5071 emulsion.
e::l(pClsmre with 5071 is
T1I"\ ••..,,,....,, ....

cOInplex set of vari-
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4) In order to prevent additional color shifts, always try
to use the same shu iter speed, preferably around 1 second,
which is what the film is designed for. Changing the shutter speed will tend to create unwanted color shifts. If and
when you find future exposure-compensation necessary,
you can achieve this through aperture adjustment or by
changing the distance between the illuminator box and the
slide projector. (By the way, the use of automatic exposure
modes on the camera is not recommended).
5) Keep the unexposed film refrigerated, as 5071 is particularly susceptible to progressive color-balance drift if
left at room temperature for extended periods (days or
weeks). But as with aU films, wait at least one hour after
removing film from the fridge before loading your cassettes. This practice prevents condensation from forming
on the film.
To establish color-balance and exposure benchmarks for
5071, begin by assembling and adjusting your slide duplication setup. Then take the equivalent value of 35cc (35
points) of cyan filters and 35cc of magenta from the color
printing filter set, and place these over the projector lens.
After turning on the projector, check the camera's meter
readings on several slide .originals using an ISO of 25 and a
shutter speed of 1 second. Ot's also best to end up with an
aperture number of f /8 or higher to ensure sharp focus,
especially when
a non-fIat-field lens.) Adjust the
projector/illuminator
distance and the camera aperture so that the meter indicates a proper exposure on a
medium brightness slide. Although the meter reading
won't be exact, it should
you to within a couple of
stops or so.
Now,
out a slide of medium brightness with lots of
good neutral tones
or no rich colors), and shoot a
short test roll of
a variety of bracketed exposures.
notes on all of your filtration and sequential
settings as well as on the distance of the projector
from the illuminator box. After the film is aevelonea
standard E-6 ........Art:>""
,,,,,,·,,,,,",,.n slide which most closely matches the original in
exposure. Once
done that, check the relative color
balance of the dupe against the original on your slidemounting light box. If the color balances of the two don't
match (and they probably won't), try placing a variety of
printing filter combinations underneath the slide dupe.
After a while, you should be able to make the test dupeslide match the color balance of the original. Once that is
achieved, simply factor these additional levels of color into
the "filter
which was used during the test exposures.
You are now ready to start turning out your own highquality slide duplicates.
Transitioning from one 5071 film emulsion batch to
another usually
adjustments in exposure and filtration. As indicated earlier, film produced in different
manufacturing runs (as signified by different emulsion
numbers printed on the film cartons) will often possess different color balances and exposure sensitivities. For examthe box
have a designation such as "-05C +10Y
E125". This simply means "_5
of cyan, + 10 points of
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yellow, and an exposure index (ED of 25". These nUlmbers
represent the relative filtration and exposure
for the particular emulsion in
But don't
led-these values do not represent the absolute
and exposure settings to be used,
the cmnD'anltnTe
values of one film emulsion against another.
phering all of this may initially serve to "turn
novice from using 5071, it is
just using the color-balance and ex!)Osure
the film cartons. The da ta sheet InCIU(lea
show you how to calculate the
when Ch,anj,ng
bulk film rolls. Using this data will minimize the
retest each time you transition to a new roll.
One other variable that can
the color ..,«.<.u,,_'your dupes is the light source. Even
don't notice it, tungsten
can ........,n'I'.'perature a bit with age. Since this
you can make minute corrections in JLA.llU:U..IVAI
ing each film-run after
greatest shift will come when a
blows and is re]:Ha(:ea
with a new one.
these shifts h'-·"'-'.uu
be significant
or re~;holohn 2'
dupes.
note any minor color variations as you
readjust the filter
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] ena unlocks the mysteries of the
universe with technologicallyadvanced planetarium projectors
and accessories. Explore the brilliance of a starry sky. Experience the magnificence of
Saturn's rings. And marvel at
the complexities of our
cosmic home.]ena's sophisticated planetaria bring you
the sky and all its phenomena
with amazing naturalness.
Always on the leading
edge of technology, lena .~~---_ _
planetarium projectors
offer user-friendly software for fully-automated operation. Presentations
are scientifically-exact. Programming is incredibly
simple.

] ena has been building planetarium equipment for over
60 years. With installations
throughout the world, lena
has also built a reputation for
quality product and service. A professional staff
offers complete assistance
in developing and planning planetarium installation. Teamed with Seiler
Instrument in St. Louis,
Missouri, ] ena offers
~W-~
complete installation
and immediate customer service throughout
the United States.
To find out more about lena's down to earth space
exploration contact Pearl Reilly at 1-800-726-8805.
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IlEPsEILER
INSTRUMENT

170 East Kirkham Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63119
800-726-8805

Oibbous

Oazette
Donna C. Pierce
Highland Park Planetarium
4220 Emerson
Dallas, Texas 75705
214526-4800 work
214 692-9662 home
214 520-6967 fax

s.o.s.:
Mrs. Mary Post, Director of the Whittenberger Planetarium, in Caldwell, Idaho, writes in the Premier Issue of
Sphere: Idaho is very isolated, with only one other planetarium
in reasonable driving distance. Where do I start? I can't find any
books or a bibliography (recent) about running a planetarium. Is
there some source of information on school shows, a possible
script bank for school and adult shows, a source of free or lowcost slides ? Yes, yes, yes to all of the above! IPS membersthis is what IPS is all about. Here is a person who does not
know where to go for help in the planetarium field. This is
where we, as IPS members, can be of service in the planetarium field. I am aghast that she even has to ask such
questions. Good grief, with our members you would think
IPS public relations would reach Idaho! Aren't we making
the society more accessible in the planetarium field and
being more responsive to its needs?? I believe IPS has
some serious problems, and we (that means you and I)
need to rectify this. Write today to: Whittenberger
Planetarium, The College of Idaho, 2112 Cleveland Blvd.
Caldwell, ID 83605. I'll mail IPS Packets for New Planetarium
although the planetarium opened in 1969! From last years
IPS Directory listings not one of the six planetariums in
Idaho is a member of IPS. Shame. Looks as if IPS isn't
doing diddley-squat.
TO SOMEONE WE CARE ABOUT:
Our heartfelt sympathies to Jerry Mallon (Methacton
S.D. Planetarium) during his illness.
NOV'i IS THE TIME ... :

At the SWAP Conference in Amarillo last September I
demonstrated a segment of Highland Park's Creative
Writing program in the planetarium. SWAP members
were asked to participate in the demonstration by writing
a short paragraph from a segment of Tomita's The Planets.
The following are samples of planetarians' writing abilities: out of the dark, moving shadows of a void emerged an unexpected, colossal, ethereal cosmos. I traveled-lonely, reaching for
a companion and finding beauty and peace.... .It was a dark and
stormy night ..... The quiet darkness of space is broken by the
54

blastoff of our space journey through the universe.
verse is filled with the sounds of voices-life! As that
ops technology it reaches out and ........ Confusion SfJf~alCim51
tongues. Diamonds circling together .....The cycle
flows and ebbs throughout eternity. As if the effort wears
the universe must rest and relax often ..... .... Space travel
cult, but once in space the sights are beyond belief and f1pc::r1Y'11V1tion ..... Darkness. The absence of something, or the presence
other stuff. How do we know? If
have not used
planetarium facilities for creative
or
you'll like it!
DID YOU KNOW:
Lee Yoon Har (Singapore Science
host! I and my family
while visiting there last summer! I was
with Homebound, the story of Singapore and all the
on activities for all ages in the center.
grclndlCnUQlren
two and four years old enjoyed it
Lee for a neat time! .... StarDate, the ',,".;u.a • ....'" .... '-' ......'40
radio program from The University
Observatory, has named a new
announcer. Damond Henninj~tllela
ducer (you might
magazine and numerous
science pUOnCa1tlo:nS)
and Sandy Wood is the new voice of StarDate.
been in broadcasting for more than 20
and
writer and producer of her own radio talk show.
enters its second year, the Scientific American Frontiers
series, is again offered as a classroom resource
sands of teachers and millions of students across
try through a coordinated school outreach
Produced in association with Scientific American ....
the Frontiers school program combines an ......................
television series with related
materials
taping rights to create a
ence teachers. Scientific American
with examples of
things as they .....·· ..."'''''''
Something we
sometimes
sometimes) that for many students
there is no visible connection between
Hicks (former
being happy.
and wife
Marian Blakemore
retirement
retired and moved to New Braunfels,
seems to include tea.crulng !:llc.i-rnlnn1"n'l.T
local community college for
is Mark
Petersen (Loch Ness Productions) coming
track
for the Gates Planetarium? And the answer is:
indeed, since all three
at
Planetarium are Loch Ness
And
Mark for correcting me on the information for the St.
Science Center. It's not an IMAX, it's an Omnimax.
Congratulations to Ted Pedas
Area School
District) for having his plame'tar'imn ornClalJlV
honor! .... A 'mini' I"A,,,4-o,1""""'I"'.o
Labor Day week-end when Barbara Babel'
MAlh ... ' . . " ...... ,
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visited with me. Eloise Koonce (Richardson LS.D.
Planetarium) and husband Gene took us to brunch to the
Blue Mesa and the mimosas flowed freely! .... That's what
happens when you do not attend a conference--Vidoria
Wiggins (Space Center in Alamogordo) returned home to
discover SWAP elected her as host for their 1992
Conference! Victoria reports a lot of activity at the Space
Center with the opening of the International Space Hall of
Fame as well as Induction Day. One of the inductees this
year is Dr. Rudolfo Neri Vela, an astronaut from Mexico.
The Center will be adding a new flag to their collection in
honor of Dr. Neri so the theme for this year's Induction
and Birthday Bash will be a fiesta. Festivities will include
The Great Space Race featuring soap box space ships; a visit
by Clyde Tombaugh, telescope viewing, music, and dancing (not necessarily in that order)! ....My thanks to Victoria
for being a roving reporter at the joint RMP A/PPA
Conference ..... Her tales of f\lfartin Ratcliffe's (Carnegie
Science Center) view first hand (or should I say face) view
of a bull elk at Yellowstone must have been something!
Didn't know you could move that fast, Martin! ....
Schmidt (Air Force Academy Planetarium) is losing two of
his co-horts. Both Tom Winslow and Steve Harris are
being reassigned. Steve is headed to a base in Bittberg,
Germany, where he will return to his real job of e01111r:'m4~nt
calibration ..... .It was reported that Irvin Bassett
Summerhays Planetarium) and Frederick Babcock
(Hansen Planetarium) are already .v ..
making arrangements for next
in
Utah ..... Bess Ameral has been doing such a great job at
the Robert H. Goddard Planetarium that the city
jumped on the band-wagon and is now providing some
funding for the
shows! Way to go Bess! .... The
Mueller
recently hosted Governor Ben
Nelson at a
on environment.
Dunn's operu,ng
thanks to
video on
really had conferencees moving during the RMP AlPP A
Conference! I understand there was no down time! While
RMP A and PP A were enjoying the sights in Montana,
SWAP members were taking in the sites (they could
ably see all the way to Montana!) in Amarillo! Host
(I know, Steve - I was afraid if I did not bold
print you would never read
at the Don Harrington
Discovery Center had conferees up
for a wagon ride
to the rim of the Palo Duro Canyon for a cowboy breakfast! And that was after a
at Big Tex
22 oz.
steaks! Then the next night
had SW AP' ers at a Fiesta
sponsored party by
of the restaurants in the
Panhandle and Coors of
No wonder Southwest
roho>,...-.............. for
Too bad conferees
u ...
the Exell Plant tour!
of
the h-o.LVA .................
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Iy with the
Young l-'lanetar:lunn,
right at home behind the
console at
Planetarium! Mike has been wanting to relocate out
for some time, and he is now on the staff at the Museum
the Rockies ..... After less than three weeks
Etheridge had his A TM -3 retrofit as a rep'laeem,ent
ATM-2 at Community College of Southern Nevada's
etarium up and running
Collins Petersen's
Cat In Space.
Herny's black and white salon
are on exhibit with In Focus
Midland/Odessa).
is a
Service at Carlsbad Caverns.
Award for her partial solar ecjlD~;e n.hc:.::t"rVllno- prE~sentaltlO,n
for park visitors and staff last summer!
Indonesian physicist's
shown in
Telescope with great success.
not
talks but also is a lecturer for Bat
a m€~ml:Jer
the Bat Conservation International she has
active in bat study and pn)techcDn.
(Science Place 2 Planetarium) almost ran off the
n.a~I ..... rt,n- a radio announcement
area
to go out to Fair

skies are
and view the hea:ve11S
telescope! All of which is Impo1:;sUJle.

HI1I"fl1JOb1

when
held a meteor watch out of town at
museum. Seems the local
had
the
urn's .""1,"......... ,... ..,,...
a local farmer's number.
farmer was not too
with the billions and
calls he received! All
television stations had ... ru~""'CY£J'
n- oeloolle ....
through
hole
our IPS President
",h.-HAnl ....

I
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neous media statements
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instead of book covers.
parnhrlg the up(:omllng
Conference.
ha ve offered a
in Oklahoma
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can console Bob
who spent last summer
plametarlurn. His wife Pat is a talentHer southwest themes were a hit at
Lont'~renoe! Ask Bob who
the car rental
the car he and
lorU~-lrenm sub become availPlanetarium? ... .1
Astronomer to
your
with binoculars. The Davis Planetarium in Jackson
P.R. from
aI,)4ate'm~~nt

'MI"'ln,U1",......

lUII'lIT-,..,'Pfl.,'TP£l
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other than the Broman Planetarium.
and Per! I bet Lars was
over ,J..", ......... ,.,."" ..
toration of the Solar Research Institute in
more excuses to visit the States! Mariana Back
.........._.........; and Lars were
in Florida last fall
on a solar program.....
Mark Petersen (Loch Ness
Gates Planetarium. Thank goodness it stands
Adventure
in
.... Flat Screen Planetarium and Educational
Institution has received inquiries from as far away as
France, Germany and South Africa! Reps from Japan sat
all five Loch Ness Productions' presentations in
Bozeman! ....John Williams (University of Arkansas at
Little Rock) reports on the International Space Theater
Consortium last faU in Ottawa. He was sponsored by the
Australian Business Theater of Melbourne and Sidney,
who asked him to assist them in letting the museum/space
theater community know about their new wide-screen
multi-image production on the Rainforests of Australia. It
win be ready to tour the States in '92. John says to contact
him at 501-224-1789 for information. "We viewed the latest
IMAX films on such subjects as Antarctica, Hawaii, and
the Ring of Fire. Of special interest was IMAX footage for a
future film on the Titanic. The underwater images, filmed
with the aid of experimental Russian submersibles, were
incredible! Doug Trumbull (2001, Close Encounters, inventor of Showscan) showed a 4-minute Omnimax film for a
Back to the Future ride done for Universal Studios. It was
pretty exci ting, even though we weren't si tUng in DeLorean simulators!" John says that he attended a complete"'-JI\.)'U'''''''IUu

r-..JllU'd
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some
Kris
her h ...'h"'..... ri
gang together at their new ranch house out
skies in Kingston
It means a lot to Richard. But
don't come to Texas.
some words of advice to
Robin Hood school bill took over 17 million dollars from
school district. My school taxes went from 52 cents on a
hundred dollars to $1.35. Instead of spending over
per student we've down to $3,000. Oh, check out
number (and call if you know of a
TREK! ....Joe Guentel' (Pomeroy l..1lanel:arium
the refurbishing of a Sony Vidimagic video
the help of Charles Hemann (UALR Pl::lnAt'::IIri111Tn
comes the projector as a most useful addition to the
tarium..... Carolyn Collins Petersen's remark overheard in

the Lewis and Clark Caverns every time
(Chabot College) hit his head: it must be the Hard
Adams (Brazosport Planetarium) has a most
unusual astronomy class. The class is small (13), but they
are interested-even excited about astronomy! Everything
went
well for the first couple of weeks with
his
being loss of sleep at night thinking of
extra
for them, Bryan reports. However, one of
the girls quit school; one of the boys was missing from
class because of being hospitalized from being badly beaten in a gang fight; another boy was suspended from
school; and the other girl was busted for drug dealings.
Bryan
were really a great class!" Good
Bryan went
most of last summer.
members are
to meet his lJa<:lq:::laCJKlng
partner! ..... Ask

coumSf~L

his

and his
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field!
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Bronx
dealt severe
to
the roof. The
is a total disaster due to the colof the roof onto the console. And
his administration of the
Museum of Natural
of our fabulous host at
has Tom Callen
Einstein
on staff. What a deal!
Our heartfelt svrnp,athles
on the death
Dr. Harlan J.
Harlan was fonner Director of McDonald
former Chairman of the
of
In"'Ha~'cl"'<T of Texas at
writes for all of us: "His love and enthusiasm for astronomy have touched thousands of
and the
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Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate
Francisco, California 94118
In responding to the topic in the June '91 issue of
FORUM,John Wharton of the McDonnell Planetarium St.
~ouis Science .C~nter, noted that " ... the planetarium is ~lo
nously alone In Its basic role-an ideal marketing or political tool ... " That struck me as a subject which should be
discussed more thoroughly in a future FORUM. I asked
John to expand on his thoughts and he submitted the following:
A long-time lament of planetarians-usually expressed either just before breaking bad
news about show attendance or class enrollment, or prefacing a plea for new hardwarehas been that planetariums have to compete
wi th television, motion pictures, etc. for the
attention and interest of our audiences, be they
public or students.
"But, what we fail to remember is that no
one else can match what we can do, in depicting
and interpreting the night sky. Indeed, when it
comes to the basic role of the planetarium, we
have no competition.
"Subliminally, our communities know that
we can be their one-stop shop for all their sky
information needs, when events (eclipse, comet,
planet probe fly-by) so move them to flock to
us."

the various forms of
and broadcast media
Planetarium is a resource. If someone needs some lnt,n ......""",_
tion on what
saw in the sky the
word of mouth that there is
to be an ,-,,_niue'll<:"":
moon soon, or saw in the newspaper that an . ...,. .... ~_&-~
new discovery in
has been
we
sure that they know they can can the Omnitheatre
at the Naturhistoriska Riksmuseet. And we also
to know that they have received accurate information.
Above all-and it is
not like any of
must
misinformation on
to maintain its
with the mass
This will be an important way to
facility initially. From
a kind
over, and
will
that there is such a
high-interest topic.
Providing credible information an a ..... ,.".""'.... "" ..... ...".,,,,nnn,,,
is a basic tenet that must be followed. The
repeatedly is what win
the audience back to ",-"""rTL._
and at the same time be entertained-and the
count on you as a cultural and scientific resource
actively supported.
Tom Callen,
Stockholm Omnitheatre

II

*****
The comments by
Wharton struck a chord.
is advocating what is known in the m4;u1<~eting
Unique Selling Point or USP of the l"'la:net,arillm.
words the quality that makes the Planetarium so
and wonderful that it can
for
I,,'
attention in a crowded market
The notion that we are
astronomy and
and one that most plametaria
typically function as .... "' . .·.... hl ..... ,.'.0.·.......".,"'.",.. ""
once it is news.
contention is: that is too late. If
tarium is
to fulfill that niche in the ........,......
will be both
source of the news and a source
interesting
authoritive cmnnlentaIY
To make the transition from "",,,..~-.
news
is a
more time . . . .,.,.,... "..'''''''' ...... ~
expensive. I have never done this to
tion nor have I seen it done
in part established a science news n-r.t:"COl"£'O
Planetarium and Science Centre yi€~ldilng ;1n"\.......,:",''''·; .. 'n
reach and
in the cmnrrlUflitv
lectures by science news-makers
the box office and sell out to the
The other, most
USP for the Planetarium
its potential for environmental
There is nothing else like it for
and space environment. Nor can
other -I- ... ",.",h·.. ,..,..,.
so completely envelope the audience and transoort
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M>L:>,........
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The question I asked a number of colleagues was:
HThinking of the planetarium in a business
sense, how can we capitalize on our unique
abilities to create and sustain a specialized
niche in the community, and thereby prosper?"

"'It"'' ' '
I think that John is right in his observation that a planetarium is the primary source for public astronomical
information in the community.
There has never been a major planetarium in
Stockholm before, so one of our goals will be to foster an
awareness among not only the residents, but also among
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any environment.

Unfortunately few planetarium shows capture the full
theatrical potential. The same principles apply as in other
types of theatre: appreciation of the theatre's possibilities,
strong ideas and viewpoints eloquently scripted, a talented
cast and excellent direction.
The planetarium can and should take its audience anywhere, not just out under the starry sky. Most planetariums are like theatres complete with a single stage set-one
adaptable to a single kind of play. Attempts to change the
night sky stage set with home grade A/V equipment are
seldom convincing.
Most planetarium shows that I have seen are introductory astronomy lectures dressed up with some A/V and
music. As theatre, planetarium shows in general simply
don't cut it. The ideas are weakly developed with little
strength of viewpoint and appreciation for dramatic possibilities. Then the ideas are rendered in productions that
make little use of the surrounding, environmental potential of the dome.
Part of the problem is technology. For all the association with science and high technology, planetarium professionals and instrument suppliers have generally been slow
to appreciate that the big machine in the middle of the
room is an impediment to doing good theatre. Get rid of
the big, metal beast! Install Digistars, Omnimaxes, Cinema
360s, fisheye slides, big screen video. Go for the big picture. Discard the multi-screen stuff that puts postagestamp sized images on the dome. Leave lots of room to put
in new technology as it becomes available. Plan for change
the same way a dramatic theatre or a technology oriented
business does.
The other, larger, part of the problem is viewpoint.
Those who create, equip and staff planetariums must cease
seeing the round room as a temple to the stars, viewing it
instead as a theatre for compelling science communication
and entertainment. In this larger context the USP of a planetarium as the community's astronomical resource is clearly
too restrictive. The planetarium must become a science theatre offering news and entertainment to a much broader
market than those who tum on to astronomy.
With the USP of dramatic environmental theatre, serving the whole market for science, nature and the environment, a planetarium has a much wider arena in which to
flourish. It retains a very strong mission and actually gains
strength in the astronomical sub-mission by communicating astronomy to a broader and more eclectic audience.
The planetarium also gains the
rationale to raise
funds and
itself with the sound and projection
technology to fully utilize the dome.
In this broad view, eclipses and Piametary ''-'V'''I'-''A''-~''~
become two of many science events that
audiences
and attention to a planetarium. Could it be that pl,lne>tar'1urns struggle because planetarians have too narrow a view
of their mission and business, an
identified
USP in terms of their market?
p.s. The Centennial Planetarium has a Zeiss Universal
Planetarium instrument for sale, complete with training,
Vol. 20, No.4, Ue<:emtber 1991

installation and automation palC.I<.(;lges.
William T.
Alberta Science

*****
In order to
our planetariums we should first Uq;;;''-A ..... ,,;:;
make us unique from other media that we
lithe competition." Nothing can touch us for
depictions of the sky, especially the
it's the most common thread that ties our
diverse facilities together. An
that we
movies, TV and other "mass" media is that we
community based media. We can
our
fairly short notice to deal with new discoveries and
events. And even the
still has
enough audience size that it can
lored to much narrower audience co£",,.,,..ontc
other media. Most
also have the
provide interactive
si ve fare of the mass
How do we ....... 1"'........
ion, we must do two
strengths as much as DOssiible
programs, tuned as
Then we must do o'HonlTtl-"na LJV".::H.IJ'iq;;;,
·0£_ .....

bright occultations SP'eCltlCaU
people what
We need to
especially for
also need to

"'''''.·''' ... '.... ''u'''"' work or make scientific instruments or
parts can also tie into our
ctl",nn,n-o'r links between· our facilities and the comrnunit:v
SU1JP()rts them.
to

become more
ished we've handlcapp~d
gram such shows to include the
comet or latest results from
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two viable solutions to this. First, include a live, current
sky / events segment in the show, allowing enough time to
adequately deal with new discoveries. Second, include in
your repertoire of programs a weekly or monthly live
show devoted primarily to the current sky, current celestial events and recent discoveries. Again this is a unique
service that we are ideally suited for.
Our relatively small seating capacity allows us to
develop "narrowcast" programs targeted to specific segments of our communities. For example, if our local demographics show a significant Hispanic population, we can
offer Spanish language versions of our shows. If you have
a deaf constituency, offer captioned shows. If you're a public planetarium and the local college doesn't have one,
work with the astronomy instructors to utilize your facility
for some of their classes or labs. Our seating capacity also
allows us to do participatory shows and, with the new
interactive response systems and laser disk technologies,
to offer audience directed shows. These abilities to involve
the audience just aren't available in the mass media.
Finally, effective marketing and public relations are
essential if we want to "prosper." Even if you have access
to a marketing or PR department, don't assume that they
can or will do an effective job without your help. They
have to know and understand what you're doing. In any
case, we need to seek out any and all media to let people
know that we exist and what we offer. Send press releases
to every newspaper (even the advertising or shopping
newspapers) and broadcast station in your area. Accept
any and all invitations to speak at schools, service groups,
etc. Never turn down an interview with the media. Offer to
write a monthly sky column for the local newspaper, free
of charge. Offer to do an audio or video version for any
local station that will carry it. Setup a booth and telescopes
at local county fairs, festivals and other crowd drawing
events.
These are ways of building on our strengths and getting the word out. In so doing, I think we stand our best
chance to, as my favorite Vulcan would say, "Live long
and prosper."
Ken Wilson, Director
Ethyl Universe Planetarium
Science Museum of Virginia
Richmond, Virginia

"'' ' ' ' '*
There are many methods of capitalizing on our
uniqueness that everyone has probably considered, but
some of us haven't taken the time to do. Primarily, these
are utilizing the advertising provided by nature-eclipses,
meteor showers and any other sky events. Press releases
on these phenomena win have newspapers and sometimes
even television stations flocking to the planetarium for
explanations and quotes. If something special is planned
(such as a skywatcrung party), then newspapers will print
stories about it. Other items within our realm include
information and explanations of "new discoveries" such as
60

the planet
found around a
News reIE~aSI~S
on these items are
useful
current shows oUered
ed in any way to any of
planetarium. For
"To learn more about
junction of the
the
Friday's Sky
at 7 p.m'l at which COfllUf\Cw::>ns
be demonstrated and discussed."
One item I believe we need to be careful
is overcommercialization. I think that the most 1rn'nnlFi'~lni'
factor in our "niche" is that it remains one
are willing to fund. We
a valuable edl1CilltiOnal
vice for the community
celestial events, giving classes
shouldn't compete with the latest
more than a nearby art museum does. If we
an attempt to become a
entertainment InCIus·try
won't compete on any
face
rather go to Terminator 2 than see
given a choice.
the first and foremost methold
"capitalizing" on our abilities is in c0111ti111Ullng
this valuable educational service to the COlnrrmnllty
return
and
organizations.
There are other ways of hn'nO"lnoetarium. Today,
are interested in
and movies with science-fiction and
popular. Perhaps we should "'''''I-'JL~'''''''''''''J'''
with space. For
I am
tion with a local station that runs
considering some type of Of()motiloncll
the show, where we could ""1","""T1,rla
who might call in first or answer a trivia QuestJion
Iy.
There are many other PO:SS1l01111"lP'~I-1::1
ciaIs, navigation classes, theater
order to keep this edge that we .:>" ....
uniqueness, we must
that
Star shows that don't 1l"nr,,,u'a
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to survive.
Christine M.
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SPITZ, INC.

State-of-the-art systems for education,
entertainment and training. Spitz, Inc., a fullservice company providing hardware, software,
solutions and support to the planetarium and
Space Theatre community since 1945.
SPITZ, INC., P.O. Box 198, Route 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA

TEL: (215) 459-5200

FAX:

Regional
Roundup
Sleven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Resort & Conference Center
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 243-4034
fax (304)243-4070
CompuServe 72467,2051

I have been getting some nice contributions from various regions of the world and it really makes it much e~sier
for me to do my job. For those of you who have contnbuted articles, I thank you! If you are a member within an IPS
region who would like to contribute to Regional Roundup,
by all means do so. As always, any news from any IPS
affiliate is most welcome. Just send it to me to any of the
above addresses before the next deadline and I'll get it in
the next issue of The Planetarian. The deadline for the next
issue is Monday January 13, 1992. Please mark your calendars accordingly.

ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH-SPEAKING PLANETARIUMS (APLF)
No report. Agnes Acker, representative.
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
(AMPAC)
The 18th AMPAC Conference was held at the Heroic
Military Naval Academy in Veracruz July 24-27. Admiral
Alvaro Zermeno del Peon, Director of the Academy, and
his staff were congratulated for performing an outstanding
job as conference hosts. Many of the topics presented at the
conference dealt with the July 11 th total eclipse.
lng. Alberto Castellanos, Director of the Guadalajara
Science & Technology Museum and Planetarium, was
elected Vice-President of AMP AC during the conference.
The next AMP AC Conference will be held at the
Guadalajara Science & Technology Museum and Planetarium in January of 1992 in conjunction with the 450th
anniversary of Guadalajara's foundation. Guadalajara is in
the State of Jalisco, famous for its Tequila!
AMP AC President, Fernando Oviedo announced that
the mid-1992 AMPAC conference will be held at the Planetario de Puebla, hosted by German Martinez, Director. The
planetarium in Puebla is currently undergoing renovations
and will be completed by then. The mid-1992 meeting will
be an lberoamerican Conference of Planetariums from
Spain, Mexico and South America.
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BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
1991 has seen the 25th o>...,.,n1"(l''''"I''';::oI
Science Centre, and the London Planetarium
the hi-tech, interactive exhibition
The new SClen(=e
curriculum continues to
children into
throughout the country, and
is pn~palnnlg
next year.
The next BAP meeting will be held at Aberdeen
College, February 28-29, 1992.
.
The Greenwich Planetarium
a 47% Increase
in school visits during 1991 with programs
linked to classroom work. "Hands-on" science sessions
planned in a new education room. Future rernO(lel:mg
plans include the repair of Flamsteed
Royal Observatory and increased
planetarium.
The Jodrell Bank Science
highest attendance in 1991, l"Ialah11"~t1lnO"
year with over 150,000
tors were in attendance ""' ........... nr
Margaret and LosmonlaUt
mental UH)Covel'V
opera tiona!.
of attraction.
Cosmonaut
Grechko
A.~--J
interactive exhibition
Trail" at the London
tarium in
lectured on his eX1Jeflences
cosmonaut.
are still
rent star show, "Solar
The 1991 BAP
was held at the South
College Planetarium. Professor Arnold
Astronomer Royal since last
was the
set at
1991 also saw a record
with more than 19,000 visitors.
The number of travelling nl::llnpt~T1la in the British
has increased to four with
addi Hon of the
Planetarium, HarUepool. Initial "-"-'''JA'''''''I'-I~ are
with venues including museums,
halls
bam!
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EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS

GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM

No report. Dennis Simopoulos, representative.
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(GLPA)

The Great Lakes Planetarium Association recently held
its annual conference at the Ward Beecher Planetarium,
Youngstown State University, Youngstown, Ohio October
16-19. More than 100 delegates were in attendance. Several
papers and workshops were presented and a number of
outstanding speakers presented some very interesting topics.
Dr. Ronald Parise, NASA payload specialist discussed
results from the ASTRO telescope mission. Dr. Parise was
the planetarium technician at Youngstown State
University in the 1970's-and he is the only former GLPA
member to orbit the Earth. Dr. Ron Tabak, professor of
Physics at YSU presented a paper entitled "The Dark Side
of Iapetus." Dr. James Kaler Professor of Astronomy at the
University of Illinois returned once again to GLPA to present "1990/91 Astronomy Update." Dr. John White,
archaeologist, YSU gave a talk on the solstice alignments
of Indian mounds in Southwestern Ohio. Dr. Paul Knappenberger, Jr., the new President of the Adler Planetarium
in Chicago, gave the Armand Spitz Lecture entitled liThe
Public's Fascination with Astronomy."
New officers for GLPA are: President, Dale Smith of
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio;
President-Elect, David Batch, of the Abrams Planetarium,
East Lansing, Michigan; Past President, Dan Goins,
Martinsville High School Planetarium, Martinsville,
.........'LI." ....... , Secretary/Treasurer, David
Tipton
Indiana and IPS Representative,
Brown, Pegasus Productions Starlab Planetarium,
Bend, Indiana.
Two new chairpersons were appointed. Eric Schreur,
from the Kalamazoo, Michigan planetarium is the new
Membership Chairperson and Gary Tomlinson, from the
Grand Rapids, Michigan planetarium is the new
Conference Planning Chairperson.
The current GLPA membership is 271!
The 1992 GLP A Conference will be a joint conference
with GPPA at the St. Louis Science in St. Louis, Missouri
with John Wharton serving as host. The dates for the conference are October 21-24.
Adler staff members April Whitt and Charles Brass
have been asked to coordinate the education for the newly
formed Center for Astrophysical Research in Antarctica
(CARA) at Yerkes Observatory. The former Assistant
Director of Adler, Dr. James Sweitzer, is now Assistant
Director of CARA.
Staerkel Planetarium director, David Linton will be
leaving the states in late December to teach astronomy at
Shimotsuke college north of Tokyo, Japan for the spring
semester.
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Conference was
went to press. Details of the COfater'en<:e
issue of The Planetarian.
The 1992 GPPA Conference will be held as
ference with the Great Lakes
the St. Louis Science Center in St.
21-24. For additional Intl)rnl.anon,
Director.
President-Elect, Bruce Daniel
dent when
Walker moved to
time this issue reaches the
the new president of GPP A.
MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM
(MAPS)

The MAPS executive committee and board met
fall meeting at the new
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on
agenda items were discussed and
Conference to be held at the
7-9 were set into motion.
Tom Carey, formerly of the Vanderbilt Planetarium on
Long Island, New York, is now the
Plainedge School District
Packard Middle
School, Idaho Ave., North Massape(lue.
The Carnegie Science Center . . .
the first time in
to rave reviews
those who attended.
to the
of the science center hosted "9" nll"o,.,lo·tAT n·.....,.............".'"
the
interest r~ . . .... ""
...... ,:u.~J.•, c()ns.trulchon, installations etc.
LJ............. Ul ....

11-" ..........., ....

rtr ...

NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

................. Ft"' ... Astronomical
uelomark UC1:00_;!r 12-16. Some 30 .".,.,,...... '"".,...,,......
intl~re~)tinlg ....·..nrno",.""", and excellent arr'anjg:ernel1tS,
in which Hans
was assisted by his .............,.,..................
The 8th annual NPA
was held at the
Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen, August 17-18.
announced during the meeting that two new Danish
etariums are
planned.
win be located in
Aarhus and in Vojens. The Aarhus project is
under
way.
Broman Planetarium Ltd. now rer)reSients
concerns. They are: Joe Hopkins hngir\eerin.g
Loch Ness Productions and Goto
M(Jmtltac:turtng
Co. in Scandinavia, in addition to ret)re:seI1ltil1lg
Technologies, Inc ..
The Swedish Astronomical Society met in Kn,·I~ .... .".o
September 14th. Mariana Back presented a
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Biosphere II project in Arizona. Hans Lundstrom gave a
talk on the July 11th solar eclipse in Hawaii. Lars Broman
gave a talk on the status of IPS and NPA and Bjorn
Stenholm gave a paper on the planetarium in Lund.
The Northern Lights Planetarium in Tromse, Norway is
getting back on firm financial ground after a shaky start at
year's beginning. Director Franck Pettersen deserves most
of the credit for the successful turnaround.
PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No report. Lonny Baker, representative.
PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
No report. Ian McGregor, representative.

SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
The Don Harrington Discovery Center in
Texas, was the site of the 1991 SWAP Conference in
tember, hosted by Steven Zavalney, ni!llnot'!lI1"lnrn .............. "-~'v ..
Dave Doody, a Flight Operations hnJgIneer
Propulsion Laboratory, was the
SWAP banquet.
Other conference guests induded Dr.
(who by the way is now the proud new gramdtat.her
beautiful baby granddaughter,
in California) of Spitz, Inc. and West "'-u.... "' ..'......
George gave a talk on the origins of the world's oldest
with the SCl,en(:e
ence and contrasted the Hart" of
of astronomy.
Other conference highlights included a
Morning Breakfast on the rim of the Palo Duro
trip to the Exell Helium Plant,
in the Taste
Texas Fiesta at the Amarillo Leltltelnnl,al
the attendees
40 restaurants and fifteen wineries
wide selection of food and wine tasting.
The 1992 SWAP conference will be hosted by the
W. Tombaugh Space Theater in Alamogordo. The 1993
conference could turn out to be a Tri-Conference with
RMPA and GPPA in Oklahoma
at the
Planetarium.
The prestigious H. Calvird Award for pf()te1)si()nalHslm
and service in the planetarium community was awarded to
Eloise Koonce, director of the Richardson
Planetarium. The Bent Cage Award went to the
Space Theater because one of their technicians felt so
about erasing a very important computer program
he/she preceded to erase the backup disc as well!
"'--_<Ji ••

ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No report. Irvin Basset, representative.
SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (SEP A)
SEPA welcomes new planetarian Jeff DeBlanc who has
taken charge of the St. Martin Parish Science Center
Planetarium in St. Martinsville, Louisiana. Jeff was the key
figure in the original installation of the facility in the
1960' s. If any IPS members are offering for sale public programs in the French language, please let Dave Hostetter
know about it at the LaFayette Planetarium, 637 Girard
Park Drive, Lafayette, Louisiana 70503 (phone: 318-2685544).

" ' l H ••

Planetarians are Planning to be in
Mark Your Calendars NOW!
We are very pleased to host the Biennial Conference of
the International Planetarium Society during the year
when there will be so much focus on exploration.
Exploration is what planetarium work is all about! We
teach people the results of exploration of the sky. This
exploration has taken place in many forms: using the
naked eye; using various instruments, including telescopes; and using the newer capabilities of space exploration.
The theme for the conference is, "EXPLORATION: the
Role of the Planetarium, Past, Present and Future." Since
nearly anything we do can be formulated within that
theme, we should enjoy our sessions together. Between the
time I write and submit this to our journal and the time it
appears in print, we should have our workshops and ses64

sions pretty well defined. If, however, you have what
consider to be a great idea that we might not have ....... k''' ..
about, please send it on to us. We will do our
tinue to respond to good ideas for the conference
to the time that everything gets set in crystal.
The conference will be housed at the 'l..;nr\1IA,i"n ...rI
and Conference Center, located in one of our Sp(2!cta.CUlaI
canyons about 30 minutes by car from
Lake City. Many of the conference activities
place at Snowbird, with two planned excursions into
city. Here is the tentative schedule we have worked out.
Most delegates will arrive on
day that our Council will hold its
Registration and a get-reacquainted 1I"0.('on..-1nn
place in the evening at one of the
.I ....

surrounding your home for the next few days.
On
24, the conference will
rolling, but in a more relaxed than usual fashion. In
morning we plan to have "Early-bird Workshops." Lunch
on one of the pleasant outdoor plazas will kick the conference into high-gear. The general business session, including reports from affiliate groups will take place in the
afternoon. We will follow the format set up at the last
meeting in Sweden to get a good review of what is happening at planetariums around the world. In the early
evening we win ride the tram part-way up the mountain
for a barbecue in a lovely meadow, along with special
entertainment. The rest of the evening is yours to use in
recovery from jet-lag or continuing to get acquainted with
the marvelous Snowbird Center and the surrounding area.
Thursday, June 25, will start with workshops and
paper sessions, then buses will take you into Salt Lake
where you can enjoy programs at Hansen Planetarium and
other choices from a list of activities. Buses will return to
Snowbird at various times during the evening so that you
can stay in town until 10 p.m. or get back to Snowbird.
You will probably want to get back in time to take the tram
to the top of Hidden Peak, 11,000 feet, for the first of three
consecutive nights of fun with the stars. There will be lots
of telescopes and people you will enjoy talking with as you
join the general public to look out at our surrounding in
space. John Dobson will be with us. It boggles the mind to
consider the expertise in sky interpretation that will be on
that mountain. All we will need is clear sky. The rest is
guaranteed.
On Friday, June 26, affiliate groups can meet in the
morning and we will have workshops as well. A special
speaker will help make the lunch enjoyable. Workshops,
paper sessions and IPS Committee Meetings will take
place in the afternoon. The Society Banquet will be held
that evening. The IPS star party will continue later, up on
Hidden Peak, for IPS delegates and the public.
Buses will depart early on Saturday, June 27, for Salt
Lake City. Part of the group will tour Evans & Sutherland
facilities
part will have sessions at Hansen
Planetarium. The two groups will join for lunch, then
switch places (Hansen Planetarium or Evans &
Sutherland) in the afternoon. There will be free time in Salt
Lake in the evening with buses available to return to
Snowbird up until 10:00 p.m. The Hidden Peak star party
will conclude that night.
The conference proper will conclude on Sunday,
wrap-up sessions. Some delegates will
with
depart about noon for the Post-Conference Archaeoastronomy Excursion. Others are planning to travel to far-off
lands to view the total solar eclipse in early July. Still others will scatter to other destinations.
The Post-Conference Archaeoastronomy Excursion is
your best opportunity to become familiar with archaeoastronomy of the American Southwest. We have gone to
extraordinary lengths to arrange for you to study examples of current research in this fast-growing field. Visits to
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M()n1Jrnlenlt. Chaco Culture National Historic
National Monument will
~nnplingof
set
interesting
work with alternatives to
as "'''",'''''''''',1"'11 ....,,,,,,
can be. Dates for the trip have been announced as
July 3, but we might be able to shorten that
without dropping any of the most
attractions.
For many reasons, including limitations of
lodging at places we want to visit, we are nnllung
conference trip to two bus-loads, or about 80 pec)Ple.
is a very difficult trip to put together. We must 'l"Por1(1.b=-'I"
group and finalize plans
and this will
deposit. When we reach the
have to put others on a wait-list and add parti<:ip.anlts
if there are cancellations. If you are interested in
strongly urge you to make your plans firmly and
deposit in. Write or call for details.
Suggestions for workshops and submissions of
abstracts are due on February 1, 1992. You should have
received a "call for papers" by December 1, 1991.
The address for information is: IPS
Planetarium, 15 South State Street, Salt Lake
84111. The telephone number is (801)538-2104 with
mail extension of 477. Our FAX number is
You may use Fred Babcock's E-Mail num[)er
CompuServe account 76077,3671.
That's about it for now. We will announce "'V'~ ...........
tures and other conference information
reserve a few surprises for when you arrive.
We look forward with great anticipation to
YOU at Snowbird on June
that
attend.
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PRODUCTION AN

PROJECTION

VISTASCOPE

is a vertical running
8-perforation per frame 70mm format, ideal
for the giant screen. As its name implies, the
projectable image size of this 70mm film is a
full eight perforations high. This image size is
over 7.5 times that of standard 35mm film.

Vistascope offers Kinoton

VISTASCOPE 8-70 projection system.
known and respected for its fine German rl"'.<:I,ftc::rn.<:lr\c::nin
durable products, and proven
The Kinoton projector
shown on a flat screen up to 60 feet
80
system is used for VISTAS(OPE 8-70 custom IJIV'UU'I...I.IVI
as well as for print reductions of 15-70 films which are
readily available.
The Kinoton 180 Degree projector
theatres with the familiar vertical
film path configuration commonly
planetariums and theatres.
The Kinoton 360 Degree projector is designed for the
vertical projection of 8-perforation 70mm films on overhead planetarium domes.
All Kinoton projectors are instantly switchable from
30 frames per second to 24 frames per second. This
allows for the versatility of projecting at 24 frames
second as well as projecting the more advanced
nology of Vistascope custom productions at 30 frames
per second, by a mere flip of a switch.

VISTASCOPE 8·70 can be projected on flat
screens, tilted domes, or overhead spherical
domes.

PRODUCTION
The VISTASCOPE 8 70 format allows the
flexibility of producing in VISTASCOPE 8-35
and releasing in VISTASCOPE 8·70. The transition between the two formats requires an
enlargement of only 1.5 times. The economy
of producing in 8-35 can be substantial over
producing in 15-70 or 8-70.
Vistascope produces all of its custom films
at 30 frames per second. This faster frame
rate reduces the flicker and strobing which is
inherent in wide screen projection and yields
a steady image on the giant screen.
0

®

Wide Screen - Productions / Systems

1314 Ellsworth Industrial Dr., N.W. • Atlanta, Ga. 30318· (404) 351-3618· 800-468-0988· FAX 404-352-1288

Georgia Neff, Planetarium
Lakeview Museum
1125 W. Lake Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61614
Here are some Native Americans, done by Victoria
Krause, local artist, for Lakeview's Native American skytale show "Feather Moon." This tale comes from the
Iroquois tribe. Merak, Dubhe, Megrez, and Phekda in Ursa
Major are a bear. In the story, this bear was causing such
problems in the villages that a delegation of braves was
sent to hunt him down. The first Indian (Alioth) had a single magic arrow to shoot the bear. The third Indian
(Alkaid) carried firewood, and the middle Indian carried a
cooking pot on his shoulder (Alcor and Mizar). Around
the sky the Indians chase the bear. In the autumn they
shoot the magic arrow and blood from the wound trickles
across the land, staining the leaves of the trees red.
Other stories we did included the Corona tale of the
Star Maid. She is shown with the Star Boy, and was drawn
by Madeline Reed of Bradley University in Peoria. The
deer was also for a star tale and was done by Juline Zielinsky of Lakeview Museum.
Now for the pitch! Share your black and white copyright free drawings with your fellow planetarians. This
column is only as useful as what you send. So ... send artwork. Thanks!
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Computer art by Laura Kyro,
St. Louis Science Center.
_ _ _ ID

Leo (seen from the 'side')

Leo
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Jane's
Comer

Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230

&A ••

Jl ....... , , , .

Let me tell you a fish stpry: "Early in the morning, I
went to the spot where my research told me it would be. I
put out my home-made and high-tech lures and made
ready for the capture. But the tides turned and the Big One
got away."
Yes, Jane and George Hastings had no trophy to bring
home, but we were not alone in our disappointment. Jack
Horkheimer, planetarian from Miami Space Transit Planetarium did not catch it; Ken and Betty Wilson of the
Science Museum of Virginia had bad luck at their "fishing
hole." AU of us "did-not-catch-its" were at sites on the Big
Island of Hawaii carefully selected through months of
research about sun angles, yearly cloud cover reports, centerline path, and traffic estimates. I was at a site, chosen, at
the last minute, from among seven under consideration by
our group. People at the other six "captured" the Big One.
We did not. Ah! Such is life!
Neither did Ken Miller of the Bishop Museum in Honolulu. However, Ken is receiving my special "Eclipsomania
Award" given to the uPlanetarian acting as leader and astron-

omy expert for the most number of people who watch the Big
One get away and still believe they are having a wonderful
time." Let me explain the basis for my award.
Before the eclipse, Bishop Museum flooded the totality
and near-totality geographic area with eclipse baseball
caps, T-shirts, sweat shirts, and "sun peepers"(mylar
eclipse viewers). A special "Eclipse book" was sold at
every check-out counter in the area. On the big day, Ken
flew 2000 people, at $250 a head, from Honolulu (partial
eclipse) to the Big Island (totality), in the wee hours of the
morning, and bused them to a site he had researched for
several years, a big empty field near the Kona Coast. They
were to use their "home-made and high-tech lures" to capture it, have a champagne breakfast under a big tent and
then fly back to Honolulu after having viewed, telescoped
and photographed a IItotal eclipse of the sun," the Big One:
July 11, 1991!
As luck would have it, our group ended up right next
to Ken's group in an adjacent field. We could hear him
talking over a P A system to the excited voyagers as they
prepared carefully selected equipment. We saw the partial
phases on and off as douds drifted across the face of the
sun and we could hear, from across the field, a constant
barrage of information about the upcoming minutes. Ken:
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"You will be able to see the diamond
Beads. Tum away from the sun and
of the moon ... ". At the moment of
cloud, peanut-shaped like the nucleus of
shall never forget how it looked)
front of the sun. Ken's mike went
The darkening of the skies wasn't !n!:ll?·ti"""l", .. hr ''''''''''''''11''01:'_
sive, being affected by volcanic dust
an . . ~.'.,....,f-"A ....
the Philippines several weeks before. At two minutes
totality, we could hear a faint-voiced Ken ..... 'HAI'I".
"streamers from Mauna Kea" as shown on a TV . . . .
Then it was really over. The Big One got away.
As we headed for our bus, we could hear Ken ","u,..,...,.."'·
uSo now, as they turn the dimmer back
the question ... " 'When's breakfast?" I
hungry 2000 interrupt. IiNo," said
question. It's When's the next
total """ ........""',,.
ber 3, 1992 in Bolivia."
As our bus pulled off, we
planning a trip to the next Big One. The
by the eggs."
",U::.." - U l L J

Overheard:

Planetarians Katherine Becker in Omaha and Dave Hostetter in Lafayette, Louisiana, found a newspaper article
taken from the information that we all received last
from a consortium of concerned ,.. . . i-_"'~,~~~y. or~~anll.uitl(mS
warning of retinal scarring
was" Astronomists ad vise n .. ''' ....... '''' ...
Astronomists?" Katherine and Dave decided that
word has several definitions: 1) half astronomer and
agronomist, i.e. one who studies rural economies
2) one who heals astrons
your
upon my telescope and feel
warmth of its
at the
let the
Place your
replace the
the astrons of your hand.
II

Planetarium Intern Carole
at Buehler Planetarium
in Davie, Florida, has discovered that the "be available
open to opportunities" section of her v ...... u.;;;;u
tion really means
in
hours"!
JHE's Joe Hopkins in oraaeJUOltl, '"'·Ii"\..-ir~'"
using soldering tecnnlol1es
slide projectors: lilt's
it's fun, but
not
at it!"
Owens Planetarium's Frank Palma of lJerlsaICOlc2l.
describing a planetarium . .
,t;a~,...;;;;.
slides, and he likes to show
Vjl1l ....

Robert Tate of Harper Planetarium in
talking to 1st graders in the olane·tariiurn.:
shape of my ceiling?" A.
It's
[Ed. Note: water spots from leaks.]
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Seeing is Believing.

If you've watched this space in the past
few issues you've seen our advertisement depicting one of the beautiful
David Malin deep space images (the
Eagle Nebula, M-J 6) which Sky-Skan
now offers as 6-frame All-Sky sets.

caused by a star projector that isn't on an
elevator. We've made up a stack of c%r
prints, shot with a fish-eye lens directly
off the dome. They're suitable for framing, or for inclusion in a funding proposal if you don't have an all-sky system.

We thought you'd like to see what the
same image looks like on the dome,
and how insignificant is the shadowing

The picture is remarkable. One look will
make you a believer. Call or write and
we'll send you one.

Sky-Skan, Inc ..
5 J Lake Street NashuCl, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA, Tel. 071-6290538, FAX 071-7344166
Planetarium: Castellon, Spain.
Eagle Nebula image is copyrighted and used with permission from the Anglo-Australian Telescope Board.

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR;ID the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DIGISTAR@ is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

GERALD L. MALLON
As this issue of The Planetarian was about to be mailed, word
arrived that Gerald L. Mallon, IPS President-Elect and former
Executive Secretary, passed away on November 5. A memorial
service will be held at St. Luke's Church in Philadelphia (13th
Street between Spruce and Pine) during the first week of
December.
IPS members who wish to express their feelings to the family may
write to:
Mrs. Laura Mallon
1213 Penna Avenue
Croydon, PA 19020
Jerry's energy and creativity will be deeply missed by the entire
planetarium community, by his school district, and by his many
friends.

